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ABSTRACT
Successful supply chain design is about deploying assets in ways that enhance supply chain
performance and profitability. Supplier selection is one of the key processes in supply chain design;
this process is difficult because the criteria for selecting suppliers could be conflicting. In most
instances, buyers should choose among a set of suppliers by using a set of predetermined criteria
such as, quality, reliability, technical capability, lead-time, etc. However, most prior research
optimizes supply chain after the stage of product design, and only a few studies have been
concerned with when and how to incorporate supply chain decisions during product design stage.
More importantly, the product selling price in different markets may not be the same due to many
factors. Overall, methods that optimize both product design and supply chain performance for
different geographical markets have not been much discussed in existing studies.
In this thesis, the methodologies of “Design for X” (DFX) and Mixed Integer Programming
are applied to a realistic case study. First, we use data that was collected from a bicycle company.
Data included pertinent information to decomposed bicycle components that cover the overall
functionality of a bicycle into sub-functions embodied in separate product modules to find the
product architecture. Product architecture serves as a bridge connecting product functions,
components, and suppliers. We then use the DFX index to evaluate the efficiency and performance
of the product at the design stage. Specifically, Design for Assembly and Design for Profit are
considered. Design for Assembly seeks to shape design of the product components such that
assembly cost is reduced as much as possible (i.e., through minimization of the component costs).
Design for Profit considers assembling product variants that bring higher profits in different
markets.
The objective of the combination of supply chain design and product design is to maximize
the total profit in different markets. Mixed integer programming is applied to find the optimal
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solution for assembling product variants and supplier selection in this case. Therefore, the
incorporation of supply chain design and product design can be optimized simultaneously to obtain
the maximum profit. This model shows suitable product designs for the different markets under the
objective of cost minimization. A sensitivity analysis is also performed for labor cost to identify its
impact on supply chain execution. Finally, product prices for US, Italian, and Taiwanese markets
are estimated based on the optimization result and the acceptable rates of commercial profit at
various locations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As the basic concepts of this thesis, supply chain and product design will be briefly
introduced in section 1.1 of this chapter. Section 1.2 explains motivation of this research, or why
supply chain design and product design decisions are combined to optimize supply performance.
In section 1.3, the objective of research is discussed. Finally, the thesis outline is provided in section
1.4.

Background

Supply Chain
A supply chain consists of a series of stages (e.g., suppliers, manufactures, distributors,
retailers, and customers) that are physically distinct and geographically separated at which
inventory is either stored or converted in form or in value. A supply chain is also composed of a
coordinated set of activities concerned with the procurement of raw materials, production of
intermediate and finished products, and the distribution of these products to customers within and
external to the chain (Ravindran and Warsing, 2012). Thus, a supply chain includes all the partners
involved in fulfilling customer demands and all the activities performed in fulfilling those demands.
Figure 1-1 illustrates a typical supply chain.
It is important to recognize that the different stages of a supply chain (i.e., suppliers, plants,
distribution centers, and retailers) may be in different countries for a multi-national company with
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a global supply chain network. It is also possible that a firm may employ fewer supply chain stages
than those presented in Figure 1-1, or perhaps more.

(DC = Distribution Center, R = Retailer)
Figure 1-1. Typical Supply Chain Network.

Products, funds, and information are three key flows in a supply chain (Chopra and
Menindl, 2001). Products include raw materials, work-in-progress (WIP), subassemblies, and
finished goods. Tracking flows from the suppliers to the customers is called “moving downstream”
and tracking flows from the customers to the suppliers is called “moving upstream” in the supply
chain. The relationship between supply chain structure and product architecture reviewed by
Lambert and Copper (2000), and a framework for managing related decisions simultaneously at the
conceptual design phase is constructed.

Product Architecture and Design
Ulrich (1995) defines the product architecture as “the scheme by which the function of a
product is allocated to physical components” (Ulrich, 1995, p. 419). The product architecture
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encompasses the information on how many components the product consists of, how these
components work together, how they are built and assembled, how they are used, and how they are
disassembled. A product requires many decisions on design and operation of numerous processes
in the three domains of product, process, and supply chain. These decisions are of strategic and
operational in nature, and many of these decisions are constrained, or enabled, by product
characteristics such as the number and complexity of components, component commonality, or
product modularity.
Selecting product architecture is an early stage of the product development cycle. Product
design, manufacturing processes, and supply chain configuration are all influenced due to the type
of product architecture. Hence, it is of importance to incorporate product architecture decisions
with manufacturing and supply chain decisions during the early stage of the product development.
The objectives of product development include improving quality, reducing cost,
compressing cycle times, increasing flexibility, raising productivity and efficiency. Design for X
(DFX) is one of the most effective approaches to implementing the product scope and system scope
for a new product. For example, Design for Assembly (DFA) focuses on the business process of
“Assembly” which is part of the life cycle of “Production”. Chiu and Okudan (2010) investigated
more than 120 academic studies published between 1998 and 2008 and created a Design for X
Framework summarizing these perspectives (Figure 1-2). This thesis incorporates Design for
Assembly and Design for Profit to product and supply chain design integration.
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Figure 1-2. Design for X Factor Framework (Adopted from Chiu and Kremer, 2010).

Motivation
Many factors significant to the innovation of new products include design for quality and
design for manufacturability (Peterson et al., 2004). The importance of design for supply chain
should also be recognized if the scope considered extends beyond an individual company
(Appleyard, 2003).
Taking high profitability into consideration, new product development is associated with
high risk. Researchers have pointed out that the lack of combination between a product and its
supply chain is one of the key problems for failure (Cooper, 2001). Defining product architecture
is one of the key activities of any industrial product development activity (Jeffrey, Javier and Kevin,
2001). Volkswagen attested to save $1.7 billion annually on development and production costs
through effective product architecture (Bremner, 1999). Different types of products should match
with different types of supply chain. Ford had similar expectations of large monetary savings in
development and production costs while maintaining the ability to effectively differentiate the
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platformed cars in price and performance (Jeffrey et al., 2001). As seen in these examples, to
improve profitability, it is of great importance to consider supply chain decisions during the product
conceptual stage.
Many product design optimization or supply chain design improvement processes have
been implemented. However, only a few methods currently consider the integration of product
design and supply chain design decisions for profitability. A quantitative model to analyze the
tradeoffs among product versions, assembly process, and supply chain decisions is developed by
Fine et al. (2005) using a goal programming model. Another method, an integrated product and
supply chain design decisions model based on Bill of Materials, is presented by Blackhurst et al.
(2005) and Lamonthe et al. (2006). Chiu and Okudan (2011), conducted research whose scope
begins when the conceptual design stage has not been fixed, successfully optimized the supply
chain performance for cost minimization. Based on this foundation, we intend to redesign the model
(Chiu and Okudan, 2011) to consider increasing profitability for different regional markets through
simultaneous optimization of product architecture and supply chain design. Previously, factors
have been considered during the optimization process such as cost, time, environment, and quality
(Beamon et al., 2000; Nagurney, 2010; Elhedhli, 2012; Kannan et al., 2012). Profit is also a very
important factor that we should take into consideration; however, rare research has involved this
direction.
Furthermore, a method that supports product developers and design teams to design
products for automatic assembly called Design for Assembly is researched by Stephan Eskilander
(2001). Hideo Fujimoto et al. (2003) comprehensively studied Assembly Process Design (APD) to
handle variety and presented a new approach to strategically manage manufacturing complexities
because of product varieties. Chiu and Kremer (2011) present an investigation of the applicability
of Design for X tools and the evolution of DfX concepts. Nevertheless, almost no research has
worked on the integration of Design for Profit and Design for Assembly.
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We can recognize that cars are much cheaper in USA than in Europe. Factors leading to
this result may include market competition, inferior quality, taxes, and utility rate and so on. As
mentioned above, Volkswagen and Ford enjoy cost savings due to the development of effective
product architectures (Jeffrey et al., 2001). From this vantage point, we intend to match the product
design with different markets for maximum profit. Design for Assembly seeks to shape design of
the product components such that assembly cost is reduced as much as possible (i.e., through
minimization of the components). Design for Profit considers assembling product variants that will
bring higher profits in different markets. Therefore, the combination of Design for Profit and
Design for Assembly is an innovative idea to be applied during the process of product design and
supply chain design.
In summary, our observations indicate a lack of research on integration of product design
and supply chain design decisions for improving profitability. The importance of this combination
and the consideration of maximizing total profit in different regional markets motivate this
research.

Research Objective
The purpose of this thesis is to develop an innovative methodology which can coordinate
the product design and supply chain design process, integrate supply chain decisions at the product
conceptual design stage for higher profit in different markets. Applying Design for Assembly and
Design for Profit is to optimize the overall supply system simultaneously.
In relation to this research objective, the following questions are explored and solved:
(1) Can performance related to profit of supply chain scenarios be analyzed at the product
design stage?
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Among the research papers that integrate product, process and supply chain design
decisions (e.g., Fine et al., 2005; Lamothe et al., 2006; Chiu and Kremer, 2010), only Chiu and
Kremer provided an analysis utilizing the criteria of cost. However, a supply chain scenario analysis
on profitability relevant to the product design stage remains absent from existing research. Since
products get produced in different qualities, and designed for different focus markets, we need to
consider the sales price of products in different markets and develop a methodology that can outfit
this issue.
(2) Is there a significance difference in supply chain performance, between considering
and not considering supply chain decisions during the stage of conceptual design, in
the area of profit?
Many studies have emphasized the importance of incorporating product design and supply
chain design. The significance of integration between product and supply chain is highlighted by
Fisher (1997). Petersen et al. (2005) looked at the issue of what managerial practices affect new
product development team effectiveness when suppliers are to be involved. He also considered
whether these factors differ depending on when the supplier is to be involved and whether supplier
involvement in new product development can produce significant improvements or product design
performance. Based on earlier studies and using actual data, a case study will be adopted and solved
to verify this issue. In this thesis, profit is considered as the research focus because this measure
can reflect the most direct results that firms long for.
In order to investigate the questions given above, a graph-based methodology—transition
matrix—is used to connect product design and supply chain design decisions. Customer
requirements are compiled at the product design phase to determine the product functions, populate
new functions to design repository, maintain a component information table mapped with functions
that include DFA index, supplier, and cost data. Then, modularization of feasible concepts to
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product architecture is done to construct all possible modules of these product architectures. Next,
the supply chain network with minimum component cost is constructed as Phase I. The centralized
supply chain with mixed integer model is optimized (Design for Profit) as phase II. The supply
chain performance for regional markets is analyzed, which provides significant assistance to
investigate the above questions and reach the research objective.

Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 presents a literature review covering product architecture, harmony between
product design and supply chain design, supplier selection methods and criteria, concept of Design
for Assembly (DFA) and Design for Profit (DFP), and graph theory applications. Chapter 3
demonstrates the proposed methods, which are applied during the product and supply chain design
process, including Design for X, construction of centralized supply chain model (transition matrix
and mixed integer programming), and statistical hypothesis testing. In Chapter 4, an actual case
study is used and results of it are analyzed. Research contributions, limitations and future works
are summarized in Chapter 5.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this section, a review of literature is presented related to the product design and supply
chain design. As the core of design concept, definition of product architecture is introduced in
section 2.1. Related works involving the integration of product design and supply chain design are
demonstrated in section 2.2. In section 2.3, the methods and criteria of supplier selection are
discussed, followed by the review of Design for “X”, which consists of Design for Assembly and
Design for Profit in section 2.4. Next, graph theory and its applications are illustrated in section
2.5. Finally, section 2.6 provides a summary of literature review.

Product Architecture
Products are bought as raw materials and sold as finished goods after manufacturing. A
product can be composed of different functional assembly parts with distinct objectives.
In general, product architecture describes the way(s) in which functional elements of a
product or system are assigned to its constituent sections or subsystems, and the way(s) in which
they interact. Sosa et al. (2007) presented schematic diagrams of hierarchical decomposition (Fig.
2-1) and network representation of a product (Fig. 2-2).

Figure 2-1. Hierarchical Decomposition of a Product (Sosa et al., 2007).
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Figure 2-2. Network Representation of a Product (Sosa et al., 2007).

Following Karl Ulrich (1993), product architecture is defined as: (1) the arrangement of
functional elements; (2) the mapping from functional elements to physical components; (3) the
specification of the interfaces among interacting physical components.
The product architecture is classified as two types: modular architecture and integral
architecture. Ulrich (1995, p. 422) makes the following distinction between modular and integral
product architectures: “A modular architecture includes one-to-one mapping from functional
elements to physical components of a product, and defines disconnect interfaces between
components. An integral architecture includes a complex mapping from functional elements to
physical components and coupled interfaces between components.”
Modular products disintegrate the overall functionality of a product into sub-functions,
which are embodied in decoupled modules. Modularity refers to the scheme by which interfaces
are shared among components in a given product architecture, and are standardized and specified
to allow for greater reusability and similarity of components among product families.
Conversely, integral product architecture regards the product as a whole, and the interface
definition of components of integral architectures is not explicitly specified (Mikkola, 2007).
Design for Manufacturing and Assembly is an integral product design methodology which focuses
on the reduction in number of components and the incorporation of multifunctional parts
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(Boothroyd, 1994). Nevertheless, the modification of one component usually impacts another and
hence may give rise to a significant increase in redesign effort.
Modular product architecture is broadly adopted due to its advantages in development time,
cost, and economies of scale (Ulrich, 2004; Mokkola, 2007). Modular product architecture is also
superior in the efficiency of enterprise performance as it relates to design, production, operations,
and logistics (Fixson, 2005; Jiao et.al, 2007). According to the summary of Chiu (2010), the
advantages and drawbacks of modular architecture (Fixson, 2007; Freddriksson, 2006; Mokkola,
2007) are listed in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1. The Advantages and Drawbacks of Modular Architecture (Adopted from Chiu, 2010).
Advantages
Drawbacks
Design

Production

Operations

Logistics

Cost reduction, upgradeability,
adaptability, enabler of product
family
Decrease in set-up time, ease of
rework, shorter learning curve and
higher productivity
Increased purchasing power,
decreased lead time and inventory,
ease of supplier management,
increased flexibility
Improvement of responsiveness, ease
of service, spare parts reduction,
decrease in management loading

1) Performance optimization
compared to an integral
product;
2) Huge investment to small and
medium size company;
3) Static product architecture due
to reuse of components;
4) Hinder further innovation;
5) Small unit disadvantages on
variant and unique components.

Determining product architecture is one of the key activities of any industrial product development
activity (Jeffrey, Javier and Kevin, 2001). An approach to architecting systems, called portfolio
architecting process, is outlined in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3. Overview of the Portfolio Architecting Process (Adopted from Jeffrey, Javier and
Kevin, 2001).
Developing an entirely new product portfolio or augmenting an existing product portfolio
with additional product variants could implement the process outlined above. This would occur
after possible products are selected for inclusion in the portfolio product line and after the basic
physical principles of products are established.
The impacts of product architecture on the firm are arranged along two dimensions: “facet
of the firm” on the horizontal axis and “what is managed” on the vertical one (Yassine and
Wissmann, 2007). An extensive literature search by Yassine and Wissmann (2007) revealed that
product architecture research is coupled with eight key domains of firm management as shown by
Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4. Product Architecture's Relationship (Adopted from Yassine and Wissmann, 2007).
The “Facets of the Firm” considers the firm as a complex system comprising the company
itself, the product it produces, the customers it serves, and the interactions among all three elements
of the system. The “What is Managed” categories involve the way value is created by each of the
three system elements.

Product Design and Supply Chain Design Integration
Selecting product architecture is an early stage of the product development cycle. Product
design, manufacturing processes, and supply chain configuration are influenced due to the type of
product architecture. Hence, it is of importance to integrate product architecture decisions with
manufacturing and supply chain decisions during the early stage of the product development.
According to Dahmus et al. (2001), a modularization strategy enabled Volkswagen to save
about $1.7 billion annually on development and production costs. Modularization is perceived as
one of the strategies to simplify the process and improve the operational performance (Miltenburg,
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2003). It enables original equipment makers to transfer or outsource production, and sometimes the
development of modules to key suppliers.
Fixson (2005) noted that individual product architecture characteristics, such as the degree
of commonality, nature of interactions, and interfaces between components may constrain strategic
decisions such as postponement or late customization. He suggests that these characteristics also
affect operational decisions in the supply chain domain such as service level, delivery schedule,
and resources planning as shown in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5. Interaction Between Product Architecture Characteristics Decisions (Adopted from
Fixson, 2005).
Fisher (1997) first proposed in an important article that advanced the notion “one size fits
all” is not an effective approach to managing supply chains. He cogently laid out a matrix that
matches product characteristics and supply chain characteristics—another dichotomy between
efficient supply chains and responsive supply chains. Chopra and Meindl (2001) take this
conceptual model a step further, first by pointing out that Fisher’s product characteristics and
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supply chain strategies are continuous spectrums, and by superimposing the Fisher model, shown
as Figure 2-6, on a frontier represents the natural tradeoff between responsiveness and efficiency.

Figure 2-6. Responsiveness-Efficiency Tradeoff Frontier (Adopted from Chopra and Meindl,
2001).

Matching a product type to the appropriate supply chain type can create a high likelihood
of success. Selldin and Olhager (2007) verified Fisher’s model for the fit of functional products
with physically-efficient supply chains based on their field study of 128 companies. Standard,
innovative, and hybrid are the three types of products that are necessary for successful supply chain
performance (Vonderembse et al., 2006). They develop a framework for categorizing the supply
chain types according to product characteristics and stage of the product lifecycle. The key success
factor for a product changes as the product moves through its lifecycle, and this may require
different supply chain characteristics and capabilities. Table 2-2 summarizes the supply chain
classification based on product type and product lifecycle.
Table 2-2. Supply Chain Classification Based on Product Type and Product Lifecycle
(Vonderembse et al., 2006).
Product Type
Standard
Innovative
Hybrid
Product Life Cycle
Introduction
Growth
Maturity
Decline

Lean
Supply Chain

Agile
Supply Chain
Hybrid/Lean
Supply Chain

Hybrid
Supply Chain
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Approaches developed to solve the joint product and supply chain design problem are rare but exist.
The first type of approach consists of incorporating product constraints in the supply chain design,
by considering, for example, the assembly constraints. Integrated supply chain models considering
bill-of-materials are recent and still little studied. A few single-period, multi-product and multilevel models have been proposed by Paquet et al. (2004, 2008) and Cordeau et al. (2006), and a
multi-period model was published by Thanh et al. (2008). A second type of approach is to integrate
logistic constraints in the product design. Benefits of “design for logistics” have been highlighted
by Dowlatshahi (1996). These approaches elevate the application of concepts such as modular
design, delayed differentiation and other qualitative rules.
The simultaneous optimization of product and supply chain design is a difficult problem.
To coordinate component standardization and supplier selection decisions, a mixed integer
programming method is presented by Gupta and Krishnan (1999). In order to develop more
comprehensive models, the product design is limited to a choice among pre-defined bill-ofmaterials (BOM), which are more-or-less fixed earlier in the design phase. Two approaches are
listed in the literature to solve this problem. The first approach seeks to specify the best product
family, which meets the market needs, by using generic BOM to model the product part of the
problem (Lamothe et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008). The second approach views the final products
as fixed, but the BOM are approximately flexible. HadjKhalaf et al. (2009) consider function and
modular design to model this in an assembly-to-order context, where all the assemblies are possible.
Nepal, Monplaisir and Famuyiwa (2011) presented a multi-objective optimization
framework for matching the product architecture strategy to supply chain design. In contrast to the
existing operations management literature, they incorporated the compatibility between the supply
chain partners into the model to ensure the long-term viability of the supply chain.
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Supplier Selection: Methods and Criteria
Supplier selection is a multiple criteria optimization problem, which requires the trade-off
among different qualitative and quantitative factors to find the best set of suppliers. Figure 2-7
illustrates the various factors that could impact the supplier selection process (Sonmez, 2006). The
problem is sophisticated by the fact that several conflicting criteria must be considered in the
decision-making process. Figure 2-8 illustrates the steps of the supplier selection process.

Figure 2-7. Supplier Selection Factors (Adopted from Ravindran and Warsing, 2012).

Figure 2-8. Supplier Selection Steps (Adopted from Ravindran and Warsing, 2012).

The criteria for supplier selection have been studied extensively since the 1960s. Dickson
(1966) reviewed the supplier selection criteria and specified 23 selection criteria with varying
degrees of significance for the supplier selection process. Articles published in the 1970s and 1980s
were reviewed and categorized by Weber et al. (1991) based on the 23 selection criteria that were
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proposed in Dickson’s study. In their studies, cost, quality, delivery, and service were regarded as
the core selection criteria. Zhang et al. (2003) conducted a similar study and found that price,
quality, and delivery are the top three key criteria for supplier selection. Wilson (1994) examined
studies conducted in 1974, 1982, and 1993 on the relative importance of the selection criteria. She
found that quality and service criteria began to dominate price and delivery. Table 2-3 shows the
top 10 supplier selection criteria given by Weber et al. (1991).

Table 2-3. Key Criteria for Supplier Selection (Weber, 1991).
Rank
Criteria
1
Net price
2
Delivery
3
Quality
4
Production facilities and capabilities
5
Geographical location
6
Technical capability
7
Management and organization
8
Reputation and position in industry
9
Financial position
10
Performance history

There are basically two types of supplier selection problem in literature studies, as stated
by Ghodsypour and O’Brien (2001): Single sourcing implies that any one of the suppliers can satisfy the buyer’s requirements of service, demand, quality, etc. Multiple sourcing indicates that some
limitations exist in one suppliers’ capacity, quality; thus, multiple suppliers should be used.
Various of mathematical techniques for selecting suppliers are studied, such as linear and
non-linear programming. Weber et al. (1991) discussed the linear weighting models, mathematical
programming models and statistical models as quantitative approaches to supplier selection.
Lamberson et al. (1976) and Monzcka and Trecha (1988) proposed a linear weighting technique
for assessing supplier performance. These approaches frequently considered many supplier
performance characteristics simultaneously and weighted those attributes based on the opinions of
purchasing managers.
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Kaslingam and Lee (1996) developed an integer programming model to select suppliers
with minimum total supplying costs including purchasing and transportation costs. Talluri and
Baker (2002) developed and applied a multi-phase mathematical programming approach for
effective supply chain design. Ghodsypour and O’Brien (2001) developed a mixed integer nonlinear programming model to solve the multiple sourcing problems, which considers the minimum
total cost of logistics, including net price, storage, transportation, and ordering costs. Hajidimitriou
and Georgiou (2002) employed the goal programming technique for the supply chain partner
selection problem that can achieve multiple goals for different performances of the corresponding
attributes.
An integrated Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and linear programming model is
proposed by Ghodsypour and O’Brien (1998) for considering both qualitative and quantitative
attributes in the purchasing activity in a systematic approach. Sarkis and Talluri (2004) developed
a decision framework for selecting electronic commerce technology media and software, where
they used an integrative set of models based on the AHP and goal programming. Sukoco et.al
(2009) presented a hypothetical example and the results indicated that the combination of Analytic
Network Process (ANP) and Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) provided a useful tool to select
the optimal supplier.
This section’s studies have addressed the supply chain configuration problem from
management or operational viewpoints, which focus on efficiency. The product design process is
either not considered as one of the constraints for maximum profitability, and there is a need to
incorporate these supply chain decisions during the product design stage.
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Design for X
The design stage is very critical as many decisions impacting the downstream development
activities and the product cost is made in this stage. Over the years, numerous “Design for X (DfX)”
concepts/methods have been developed to increase the efficiency at the design stage, and reduce
the total product cost and development lead time. Design for manufacture, assembly, quality,
maintenance, environment, obsolescence and recyclability, etc. are among these to determine the
factors of product and system scope that should be considered during this development phase, Chiu
and Kremer (2010) investigate more than 120 academic studies published between 1988 and 2008
and published a literature review on the topic of “DFX”. Based on their summary, design stage
activities can be divided into four phases: 1) Problem definition and customer need analysis, 2)
Conceptual design, 3) Preliminary design, and 4) Detail design. Chiu and Kremer (2011) also
categorize the DFX methods using three ranges of perception: product scope, system scope, and
eco-system scope.

Design for Assembly
Design for Assembly (DFA) is an important manufacturing tool that can virtually reduce
the costs attributable to assembly. Besides, DFA can generate additional benefits such as higher
quality, increased reliability, and shorter manufacturing time. The DFA methodologies provide a
means for systematically and quantitatively analyzing all the components in a design for their
functional contribution and ease of assembly and manufacture. The DFA scores generated can be
used to compare the re-design solutions for their suitability in production process.
The objective of design for manufacture (DFM) is the integration of product design and
process planning into one common activity. Design for assembly as a central element of DFM has
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one important attribute, which is to address product structure simplification since the total number
of parts in a product is a key indicator of product assembly quality (Redford and Chal, 1994).
Since the emergence of DFA methodologies in the 1980s, two different approaches have
been investigated. The first DFA methods that were proposed were the Hitachi method, Lucas
method, and B&D method. Developed in the early 1980s, they remain the most used approaches.
The Hitachi method, developed by Hitachi Corporation, called AREM, aims to detect the
different kinds of faults that may be generated when many parts are assembled together (Suzuki,
2011). The Lucas design-for-assembly method is based on a “point scale”, which gives a relative
measure of assembly difficulty (Lucas Engineering Systems Ltd, University of Hull, 1993). This
method is based on the functional analysis, the feeding analysis, and the fitting analysis, which are
separate and sequential. Boothroyd and Dewhurst present a quantitative DFA methodology, which
is the most widespread in industrial practice. This method is based on the analysis of the product
assemblability through the calculation of a numerical index. Different design solutions can be
compared by estimating the elimination or combination of parts in the assembly and the time to
execute the assembly operations.
Claudio and Michele (2012) indicate that modular products can maximize the efficiency of
productive processes if they are structured to be easily configurable during the assembly phase.
They propose an approach to optimize the product’s modular architecture that aims to improve
manual assemblability. The proposed method to optimize the conceptual DFA in the early design
stage is shown, in a structured way, in the following Figure 2-9. This graph illustrates all method
stages, the results generated by performing the activities and the tools utilized at each stage.
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Figure 2-9. Operative Steps to Optimize Conceptual DFA Method (Adopted from Claudio and
Michele, 2012).
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Design for Profit
The literature on integrating cost-minimizing supply chain network design models with
profit-maximizing microeconomic theory is limited. Hansen et al. (1987, 1995) have provided
surveys on profit-maximizing location models.
Vidal and Goetschel (2001) present a global supply chain optimization model that
maximizes the after-tax profits of a multinational corporation. Their model extends the previous
study by simultaneously considering transferring prices, transportation cost allocation, inventory
costs, and their impact on the selection of international transportation modes. They present an
algorithm that can produce feasible solutions with small gaps between the solutions and the upper
bound.
Facility location decisions are not involved in studies by Goetschal (2001). Zhang (2001)
considers a profit-maximizing location model, for which a company needs to decide where to locate
a single distribution center to serve the customers and the price for its product, to maximize the
total profit. However, he did not consider any cost related terms in the model, not even the cost of
distribution center location. Another location model is presented by Meyerson (2001), where he
considers a profit-earning facility.
A two-stage supply chain planning problem is studied by Alonso-Ayuso et al. (2003). The
first stage discusses the strategic decisions, such as the size of warehouse, supplier selection, and
allocation decisions. Tactical decisions such as production planning and inventory levels are
involved in the second stage. The objective is to maximize the expected profit of the supply chain.
Zuo-Jun Max Shen (2006) proposed a model that includes not only location decisions and
customer-DC assignment decisions, but also production and inventory related decisions within a
supply chain network. A profit-maximizing supply chain design model in which a company has
flexibility in determining which customers to serve is presented.
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Green Profit Design is an approach use Design for Recovery that facilitates green and
profitable end-of-life recovery of products by establishing a clear link between product design and
end-of-life recovery. Kwak (2012) presents a design approach, referred to as “Green Profit Design,”
to help maximize green profits from end-of-life recovery of products. The optimization result
indicates the maximum total recovery profit and the environmental impact savings that can serve
as economic and environmental performance measures for product design.

Graph Theory and Applications
Graph theory is a delightful playground for the exploration of proof techniques in discrete
mathematics, and its results have applications in many fields of computing, social, and natural
sciences.
Graph theory has been applied widely in engineering design. Being a logical and systematic
approach, the theory itself and its application are well illustrated in theory and practice. Graph
theoretical modeling of various systems and problems has shown promising analytical results
(Darvish et al., 2009). Application areas include modeling of systems and network analysis
diagnosis in various domains (Sabharwal and Garg, 2013). More explicitly, graph theory was
utilized to support materials selection for engineering designs (Rao, 2006), automated recognition
of CAD data (Huang et al., 2008) and the determination of a system’s suitability for
remanufacturing (Sabharwal and Garg, 2013).
The target of this thesis is to simultaneously optimize product design and supply chain
design by applying a graph theory-based methodology. Sosa et al. (2007) use a graph to describe
the product architecture, with vertices representing components of a product and edges denoting
connections among components. By Al-Hakim et al. (2000), trees and forests have also been used
to represent functional design artifacts in the idle state. Idle products can be depicted as trees with
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isolated functional components. Under working conditions, all components can be connected and
can coordinate as a forest, with vertices representing energy flows and edges representing
components.
Jenab and Liu (2009) present a graph-based model to measure the relative manufacturing
complexity and similarity of products in job shop manufacturing systems. This model depicts the
impact of the complexity factors on the profit realizable from products based on their
manufacturing process and required resources. These resources are brought together for the process
required for a component to reach assembly, the process of assembling the components to a whole
product. This study can help improve budgeting and resource allocation, and the product lifecycle
cost estimation for future products.
Graph theory is also incorporated in other supply chain related studies. For instance,
Wagner and Neshat (2010) use graph theory to evaluate the vulnerability of supply chains. A major
contribution of this study is to quantify the vulnerability by developing and calculating a supply
chain vulnerability index.
The advantages of the graph theory approach are intuitive and easy to recognize. This
approach has been used in the areas of product design and supply chain management. The graph
theory method is applied to simultaneously consider both product design and supply chain design
in this thesis. The product architecture of the design concept is viewed as a directed graph, and a
transition matrix is constructed to represent the possible assembly sequence along with potential
suppliers in the supply chain network.
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Research Opportunities and Chapter Summary
In this section a review of literature is presented related to product design and supply chain
design. Topics covered include product architecture, coordination of product design and supply
chain management, supplier selection methods and criteria, and graph theory. Then, the
methodologies of Design for Assembly and Profit are reviewed as well as their applications in the
field of supply chain decisions.
Table 2-4 summarizes the core related research in product design and supply chain design.
Based on the literature review, the last row of table points out what we propose to do in this thesis.

Table 2-4. The Core Researches in Product and Supply Chain Design.
paper

Product
Selection

Modularity
Selection

Supply Chain
Optimization

Scenario
Analysis

Product Design
and SC Design for
Multi-Markets

√

Lee and Sasser, 1995
Blackhurst et al., 2005

√

Fine et al., 2005

√

Bimal et al., 2010

√
√
√

√

√

Chiu and Kremer, 2010

√

√

√

√

Proposed Research

√

√

√

√

√

Based on the presented literature review, we evaluate the opportunities to extend the
research concerned with coordination of product design and supply chain design as follows:
(1) In most research, supplier selection decisions are made at the production phase. In this
thesis, we consider to select suppliers at the product design/conceptual stage.
(2) A few suppler selection studies start at a late phase of product design, during which
the manufacturing processes are decided. Depending on the product architecture
selected, product design, manufacturing processes, and ultimately supply chain
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configuration are all significantly affected. Therefore, it is important to integrate
product architecture decisions with manufacturing and supply chain decisions during
the early stage of the product design.
(3) The coordination of product design and supply chain design has been investigated. Fine
et al. (2005) focused on the relation between product modularity and assembly cost;
they designed a goal programming model to illustrate the trade-offs among these
criteria. Chiu and Kremer (2010) apply a mixed integer programming model to
optimize both product assembly performance and supply chain performance. However,
the consideration of matching product design variant suitability with different regional
markets for higher profit has not been proposed.
This thesis proposes a graph theory-based method to tackle the research voids described
above. To deal with the first issue, our method will compare the supply chain performance of a
design concept without and with supply chain considerations. To address the second issue, a
method will start at the problem definition of product design. After the design concepts are
generated using the support of a design repository in the second phase (conceptual design) of
product design, our method will incorporate supply chain decisions based on product architectures.
To respond to the third issue, the proposed method will develop an optimized supply chain solution
using transition matrix and mixed-integer programming model, not only for design for assembly
and supply chain, but also for profit (DFP).

Chapter 3
Proposed Method
This chapter presents the MIP model applied in this research and is organized as follows.
Section 3.1 provides the case study background that enabled the investigations undertaken for this
research and presents an overview of the methodology’s implementation. Section 3.2 introduces
product design functions with the functional requirements and concept generation; design concepts
are evaluated using a DFA index and modularized into possible product architectures. Section 3.3
constructs a centralized supply chain model featuring a transition matrix and a mixed-integer
programming (MIP) model. The chapter is concluded in Section 3.4 with a short summary.

Overview of Methodology
The research questions proposed in Chapter 1 are investigated using a realistic case study
that is developed in collaboration with a bicycle company located in central Pennsylvania. Based
on Chiu’s research (2010), the partner company sponsored factory visits, provided component cost
and time information, and made suggestions and verified feasibility of various modular
architectures of a new bicycle design. Chiu conducted several interviews and designed a
questionnaire to collect cost and time information, to validate the selection of a bicycle’s critical
components, and to gather suggestions on modularity allocation. He also analyzed the responses to
the questionnaire and computed the cost and time for the sub-assembly and final assembly using a
reverse engineering technique. All data gathered and analyzed provide the basis to respond the
research questions raised in Chapter 1. We intend to extend the results of Chiu’s research to be
more comprehensive for regional bicycle markets.
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With an aim to simultaneously optimize product functions, manufacturing, and supply
chain decisions during the early design stage, and design competitive product architectures for
different markets, Figure 3-1 presents an overview of the proposed implementation.

Figure 3-1. Overview of Implementation.

For the product design piece, the product functions forming an Energy-Material-Signal
(EMS) model is generated first, and new functions are included in the design repository. Then, the
potential components of these sub-functions are evaluated using a DFA index, and feasible
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concepts from design repository are generated. Next, we map the design functions to product
architectures using Decomposition Approach.
The connection between product design and supply chain design is the product architecture,
which can be coordinated by a transition matrix. The supply chain design step contains two phases
with different design objectives. The design concept with best DFA score which is likely to have
the minimum component cost is selected as the phase I output. In phase II, all possible two-module
and three-module product architectures of this concept are analyzed and arranged in a transition
matrix. A transition matrix and a mixed-integer programming model are applied to find the most
competitive product architectures for different markets, which will bring higher profit during the
optimization process. At the final step, the results of these two phases and three regional markets
are compared. Table 3-1 lists existing data and the data that is collected specifically for this
research.

Table 3-1. Existing Data and New Data.
Existing Data
1) Supplier process cost and time
2) Dimension and weight of bicycle
components
3) Transportation cost and time between
processes

New Data
4) GDP per capita of selling areas
5) Sales price in USA, Taiwan and Europe
area
6) Transportation cost from final
assembly location to selling markets

Product Design Using DFA Index
The Energy-Material-Signal (EMS) functional model is applied to represent the functions
of the whole product. Java Swing, the MySQL database, and Java Database Connectivity are
applied as the software framework for the design repository (Gupta and Okudan, 2008).
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According to the study of Chiu (2010), 13 different criteria (Rampersad, 1995; Hsu et al.,
1998) are collected and evaluated using the DFA index. These include: 1) weight; 2) number of
unique components; 3) stiffness; 4) length; 5) presence of the base component; 6) vulnerability
hardness; 7) shape; 8) size; 9) composing movement; 10) composition direction; 11) symmetry;
12) alignment; and 13) jointing method. The formula for calculating the DFA index is as follows
(Hsu et al., 1998):
DFA index = 10(∑ 𝑃𝑖 − ∑ 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖 )/(∑ 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖 − ∑ 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖 )
𝑃𝑖 : Point value for each criterion, i = 1, …, 13
𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖 : Minimum value for each criterion
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖 : Maximum value for each criterion
The value range of DFA index is from 0 to 10, with zero being the most favorable value
and 10 being the worst value in terms of ease of assembly. The lowest DFA index is associated
with the minimum cost in the assembly process. We use this output as Phase I and the basis of
Phase II (centralized supply chain model).

Construction of Centralized Supply Chain Model
The construction of a centralized supply chain model contains two parts: a transition matrix
that connects product design and supply chain design based on product architecture, and an MIP
model that optimizes the supply chain performance. Section 3.3.1 presents a transition matrix and
Section 3.3.2 describes the mathematical formulation of the MIP model.
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Transition Matrix
The transition matrix was developed to address the disassembly sequence with the purpose
of optimizing the profit of the product at the end-of-life stage (Lambert, 1999). To design a product
simultaneously with its assembly line, the impact of product modifications on the production
system had to be studied, which resulted in the Design for Assembly concept. In this approach,
with the attachment of a specific component and its unit assembly operation, one deals with an
assembly precedence graph. The principal advantage of this type of graph is that it can include
many sequences in a relatively simple picture (Lambert, 2004). Product architecture is viewed as a
graph where nodes are components and vertices are connections between components, Figure 3-2
and Figure 3-3 illustrate how the transition matrix represents the graphical relationship.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-2. Example Assembly Consisting of Three Parts.
(a) Assembly drawing; (b) Connection diagram; (c) Disassembly graph (Lambert, 2002).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-3. Example Assembly Consisting of Four Parts.
(a) Assembly drawing; (b) Connection diagram; (c) Disassembly graph (Lambert, 2002).
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Let a disassembly action be a transition between a parent subassembly and two child
subassemblies, such that the child subassemblies are represented by disjoint sets, while the union
of the sets that represent the child subassemblies forms the set that represents the parent
subassembly. For instance, when the parent subassembly consists of three parts A, B, and C, it is
represented by the set {A; B; C} or ABC: a transition that from ABC to the child subassemblies
AB and C fits the requirement of being an action. A prerequisite for the feasibility of that action is
the feasibility of all the subassemblies ABC, AB, and C. An example is presented in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2. Cut-Sets Example (Lambert, 2002).
Parent
ABCD

ABC

ABD
ACD
BCD

Child 1
A
D
AB
AC
A
B
C
A
D
A
D
B
C
D

Child 2
BCD
ABC
CD
BD
BC
AC
AB
BD
AB
CD
AC
CD
BD
BC

A 𝐼 × 𝐽 size transition matrix shown below (Table 3-3) illustrates this relationship of
subassemblies, and matching process (Table 3-4). In Table 3-3, each of the columns corresponds
to an action J and each of the rows to a subassembly process I. Destruction of an original
subassembly status will generate two new different subassemblies. The destructed subassembly is
denoted by the value of -1, while newly created subassemblies are with +1. These values will be
put in the column of specific action and all other unrelated states will remain empty. For instance,
action 3 is a disassembly process that destructs assembly state ABCD and creates two new
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subassemblies, ABD and C. Therefore, the value of -1 is put for state ABCD, and +1 is put for
states ABD and C. In this manner, transition matrix can present all possible disassembly sequences
of a whole product at the product level, module level, and component level. Furthermore, the entity
values of +1 and -1 will ensure the product is correctly disassembled into components and only
disassembled once. Hence, this matrix is used as a foundation for the MIP model that constructs a
unique and complete product architecture, and a supply chain network.

Table 3-3. Transition Matrix of Example.
Action J
0
1
2
3
4
Process I
ABCD
ABD

+1

-1

-1

-1

7

-1

-1

+1

AD

+1

BD

-1

-1

+1
+1

+1

B

+1
+1

10

11

12

-1

+1

A

D

9

+1

CD

C

8

-1

+1

BCD

6

-1

+1

ACD

5

+1

+1

-1

+1

+1

-1

+1
+1

+1

+1
+1

+1
+1

+1

+1

The transition matrix shown in Table 3-4 indicates the manufacturing/assembling
processes and their corresponding architecture changes. It should be noted that selection of different
processes will generate different supplier groups as well as product architectures. For instance,
there are two process groups in this table, which are 1, 3, 6 and 2, 4, 5. Since their product
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architecture is different, technology, cost, and time of the process will vary. For example, process
1 in Table 3-4, 𝑇11 equals +1 represents the final assembly process with which modules AB (𝑇21
equals -1) and CD (𝑇51 equals -1) are assembled as the final product. Row 2 is the stage of module
AB and row 5 is CD. In row 2, only 𝑇23 has the value of +1, which means that module AB can be
destructed to components A and B (𝑇63 and 𝑇73 equal to -1). In row 5, 𝑇56 has the value of +1,
which denotes that process 6 can construct module CD by combining component C and D since
𝑇86 = −1 and 𝑇96 = −1.

Table 3-4. Transition Matrix.
Process (J) Final
Assembly

Module
Assembly

Stage (I)

1

2

1. Final Product

+1

+1

2. Module AB

-1
-1

4. Module BD

-1

6

7

-1

9

10

+1

7. Component B

-1

-1

+1
-1

-1

+1
-1

-1

+1

-1

+1

10. Material α

-1

11. Material β

-1

12. Material γ

8

+1

-1

9. Component D

5

+1

6. Component A

8. Component C

4

+1

3. Module AC

5. Module CD

3

Component
Manufacturing

-1
-1
-1

-1
-1
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The information about the attributes of potential suppliers for each process is also necessary
to be collected. Based on the data of suppliers and transition matrix, a mixed-integer optimization
model can be constructed to measure the supply chain performance.

Mathematical Formulation of Mixed Integer Programming Model
A mixed Integer Programming (MIP) model is applied in this research. The transition
matrix which presents product assembly process (product architecture) is used as input. In addition,
the costs and time of processes, suppliers, transportation, inventory, and labor cost are input on the
supply chain side. The goal of this model is to minimize the total cost for higher profit in USA,
Europe and Taiwan markets.

Notation
The index sets are as follows:
𝑃 = {1, … , 𝑁𝑝 }: Possible processes of a product, 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃.
𝑆 = {1, … , 𝑁𝑠 }: Possible states of a product during manufacturing and assembly, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆.
𝐼 = {1, … , 𝑁𝑖 }: Potential component suppliers, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼.
𝐽 = {1, … , 𝑁𝑗 }: Potential sub-assembly suppliers, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽.
𝐾 = {1, … , 𝑁𝑘 }: Potential final assembly suppliers, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾.
𝑀 = {1, 2, 3}: Sale markets, include USA (1), Taiwan (2), and Italy (3).

The decision variables are as follows:
𝑋𝑝𝑖 : Variable indicating component supplier 𝑖 is selected for process 𝑝 (binary variable)
𝑋𝑝𝑗 : Variable indicating that sub-assembly supplier 𝑗 is selected for process 𝑝 (binary variable)
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𝑋𝑝𝑘 : Variable indicating that final assembly location 𝑘 is selected for process 𝑝 (binary variable)
𝑌𝑝 : Variable indicating that process 𝑝 is performed (binary variable)
𝑋𝑘𝑚 : Variable indicating final assembly location 𝑘 is selected for transportation to sale markets 𝑚.
L_MAX: Longest acceptable lead time for the supply chain
L_MIN: Shortest acceptable lead time for the supply chain
C_MAX: Highest acceptable product cost

The parameters are as follows:
𝑇𝑠𝑝 : Entity value of the transition matrix
𝐶𝑝𝑖 : Unit cost of component supplier i in process p
𝐶𝑝𝑗 : Unit cost of sub-assembly supplier j in process p
𝐶𝑝𝑘 : Unit cost of final assembly 𝑘 in process p
𝐿𝑝𝑖 : Process time for component supplier i in process p
𝐿𝑝𝑗 : Process time for sub-assembly supplier j in process p
𝐿𝑝𝑘 : Process time for final assembly k in process p
𝐿𝐸𝐴𝐷: Total lead-time for supply chain network
𝑃𝑅𝑚 : Profit Rate in market m
𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐶𝑋𝑖 𝑋𝑗 : Transportation cost between component supplier i and sub-assembly supplier j
𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐶𝑋𝑗 𝑋𝑘 : Transportation cost between sub-assembly supplier j and final assembly supplier k
𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐶𝑋𝑘 𝑋𝑚 : Transportation cost between final assembly supplier k and sale market m
𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑋𝑖 𝑋𝑗 : Transportation time between component supplier i and sub-assembly supplier j
𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑋𝑗 𝑋𝑘 : Transportation time between sub-assembly supplier j and final assembly supplier k
𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑋𝑘 𝑋𝑚 : Transportation time between final assembly supplier k and sale market m
𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑋𝑖 𝑋𝑗 : Inventory cost of component supplier i
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𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑋𝑗 𝑋𝑘 : Inventory cost of module supplier j
𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑋𝑘 𝑋𝑚 : Inventory cost of final assembly supplier k

Objective Function
MIN {Process cost (C1) + Transportation cost (C2) + Inventory cost (C3) +
Labor cost (C4)}
1) Summarized cost from component level, sub-assembly level to final assembly level:
𝐶1 = ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝑋𝑝𝑖 + ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑗 ∗ 𝑋𝑝𝑗 + ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑘 ∗ 𝑋𝑝𝑘
𝑝

𝑖

𝑝

𝑗

𝑝

𝑘

2) Transportation cost between upstream suppliers and downstream suppliers for all
processes:
𝐶2 = ∑𝑝 ∑𝑖 ∑𝑗 𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐶𝑋𝑖 𝑋𝑗 ∗ 𝑋𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝑋𝑝𝑗 + ∑𝑝 ∑𝑗 ∑𝑘 𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐶𝑋𝑗 𝑋𝑘 ∗ 𝑋𝑝𝑗 ∗ 𝑋𝑝𝑘 +
∑𝑘 𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐶𝑋𝑘 𝑋𝑚 ∗ 𝑋𝑘𝑚
3) Inventory cost explains the front-end inventory of selected suppliers based on lead time
and other factors. This study includes three inventory types: component inventory, module
inventory, and final assembly product inventory. Chiu (2010) ascertained that the inventory cost
has a positive relationship with the process and transportation cost based on the interview results
at the bike company. Therefore, the inventory cost is modeled as a percentage of the process cost
(𝛼) and a percentage of the transportation cost (𝛽):
𝐶3 = 𝛼𝐶1 + 𝛽𝐶2
4) Labor cost from sub-assembly and final assembly processes. This research investigates
the official minimum wage in USA, Taiwan, Italy, France and Japan, which will be included in the
mathematical models:
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Table 3-5. Minimum Wages in Different Areas (tradingeconomics.com).
Area

US

Min wages

7.25
USD/hour
Min wages 7.25
(USD/hour)

Italy

France

Taiwan

Japan

2168
EUR/month
12.94

1467
EUR/month
6.78

20008
780
TWD/month JPY/hour
2.58
7.10

Constraints
1) For assembly, some processes and states are mutually exclusive.
∑ Tsp ∗ Yp ≥ 0

∀p ∈ P

p

2) In addition, the number of parts will decrease during assembly. Therefore, the sum of
the entity values will be smaller than 0 in every process.
∑ Tsp ≤ 0

∀s ∈ S

p

3) Each process is assigned to only one supplier that can complete process p.
∑ X pi = 1

∀p ∈ P

i

∑ X pj = 1

∀p ∈ P

j

∑ X pk = 1

∀p ∈ P

k

∑ X km = 1

∀m ∈ M

k

4) Lead time refers to the total time required to manufacture a final product, the maximum
lead time is the maximum value that exists among all possible routes.
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Total lead time = Max {component lead-time + component transportation time + module lead time
+ module transportation time + lead time final product + final product transportation time}

𝐿𝐸𝐴𝐷 = 𝑀𝐴𝑋 { X pi ∗ Lpi + 𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑋𝑖 𝑋𝑗 + X pj ∗ Lpj + 𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑋𝑗 𝑋𝑘 + X pk ∗ Lpk + 𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑇𝑋𝑘 𝑋𝑚 }
𝐿_𝑀𝐼𝑁 ≤ 𝐿𝐸𝐴𝐷 ≤ 𝐿_𝑀𝐴𝑋
5) Cost constraints for a supply chain.
𝐶1 + 𝐶2 + 𝐶3 + 𝐶4 ≤ 𝐶_𝑀𝐴𝑋
6) All binary variables, and other positive values variables.
𝑌𝑃 , 𝑋𝑝𝑖 , 𝑋𝑝𝑗 , 𝑋𝑝𝑘 , 𝑋𝑘𝑚 ∈ {0,1}
𝐿_𝑀𝐴𝑋, 𝐿_𝑀𝐼𝑁, 𝐶_𝑀𝐴𝑋 ≥ 0
The output of transition matrix and mixed integer programming model is shown as Phase
II, which represents the centralized supply chain scenario and optimization plan for American,
Taiwanese and Italian markets.

Calculations
The sale price of a market is decided by total process cost, transportation cost, labor cost
and profit rate in different regional areas:
PRICE1 = (Process cost + Transportation cost1 + Inventory cost1 + Labor cost1 ) ∗ (1
+ PR1 )
PRICE2 = (Process cost + Transportation cost 2 + Inventory cost 2 + Labor cost 2 ) ∗ (1
+ PR 2 )
PRICE3 = (Process cost + Transportation cost 3 + Inventory cost 3 + Labor cost 3 ) ∗ (1
+ PR 3 )
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The subscripts 1, 2, 3 in the formula indicate USA, Taiwan, and Europe (Italy) severally.
For instance, the sale price we estimate in USA equals to total product process cost, transportation
cost from final assembly location to USA, and labor cost in USA, multiplied with (1 + rate of
profit/total tax rate) in USA. Therefore, we can get an estimated reasonable sale price point, which
can make higher profit in the USA market.

Chapter Summary
This chapter describes the proposed methodology to integrate product design,
assemblability (DFA) and supply chain optimization (DFP). It starts with a product design that
defines the functional requirements of a product with an Energy-Material-Signal model.
Assemblability of components are evaluated with a Design for Assembly (DFA) index and
aggregated as a concept-based value. These concepts are then modularized as possible product
architectures (Transition Matrix). The best DFA index score is selected as Phase I output; this does
not take supply chain network into consideration. The output of mixed integer programming model
represents a result of supply chain consideration and a comparison among the three markets, noted
as Phase II.
In summary, the proposed method covers concept design, assemblability evaluation,
modularization, and formulation of centralized supply chains based on the product architectures of
the design concepts. The case study presented in the next chapter illustrates the proposed
methodology.

Chapter 4
Application and Results
The proposed methodology in Chapter 3 is implemented step by step in this chapter. The
background of bicycle and X-Bike company is introduced in section 4.1. In section 4.2, transition
matrix and integer programming are applied to analyze the supply chain performance for optimal
design. The optimization results for American, Italian and Taiwanese markets are illustrated and
compared in section 4.3. A sensitivity analysis is utilized to find the important variables in supply
chain, to help the decision maker focus on key parameters of making higher profit in each market.
Then the ranges of selling price are estimated based on the total cost and the acceptable rates of
commercial profit.

Case Study
A bicycle case study is applied to illustrate the methodology. Categorized by function,
bicycles can be classified into different types including road bike, mountain bike, racing bike,
hybrid bike, military bike, BMX bike and so on. Table 4-1 summarizes the bicycle types and usage.
The general architecture of a bicycle can be disassembled as shown in Figure 4-1. Structure system,
braking system, transmission system and wheel system are the first level components of an entire
bicycle. The structure system is composed of three parts: frame, fork, and saddle. The braking
system is responsible for decelerating the speed of a bicycle. The transmission system refers to
the gearbox that uses gears and gear trains to provide speed and torque conversions from a rotating
power source to another device. The wheel system enables the bicycle to move. Estimated key
processes for manufacturing a bicycle are outlined in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-1. Bicycle Types and Usage.
Category
Road racing

Usage
Light, maneuverable, acceleration,
comfortable

Track

Ultra-simple, lightweight, fixed-gear, no
brakes, velodrome
Lightweight, robust
Small wheels, freestyle, dirt jumps and
skatepark ramps
strong frames, dual-suspension

Cyclo-cross
BMX
Mountain (free ride)

Figure 4-1. General Bike Architecture (Chiu, 2010)

Table 4-2. Estimated Key Processes for Manufacturing a Bike.
Process
(A) Saddle
(B) Frame
(C) Fork
(D) Brake
(E) Wheel
(F) Transmission
(AB)
(CD)
(EF)
(ABC)
(DEF)
(ABCDEF)

Key Processes
Stamping/foam molding/ profile shearing/sewing
Cutting/welding/heat treatment/shaving/painting
Welding/bending/shaving/annealing/painting
Shearing/injection molding/fastening
Extrusion/roll forming/drilling/polishing/rubber grinding
Injection molding/stressing/precise forging/finish grinding
Module-assembly
Module-assembly
Module-assembly
Module-assembly
Module-assembly
Final assembly
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X-bike is a bicycle company analyzed in this case study. It is located in central
Pennsylvania, and it has decided to extend the company’s strength to the mid-market products. The
purpose of this research work’s design is to create a relatively low-end road bike with a price range
of $400 to $1,000 USD that are customized designs for American, Italian and Taiwanese markets.
Company managers would like to have an acceptable lead time interval to allow response to market
dynamics. The lead time target is 100 days, beginning with component manufacturing and ending
with the completion of the final assembly and transportation process. The target of the design team
is to develop one or more design concepts that satisfy both product design and supply chain
performance regarding cost and time. Meanwhile, different design concepts should be matched
with markets in the US, Italy and Taiwan to bring higher profit for X-Bike company.
The supply chain framework can be arranged in multiple layers shown as Figure 4-2. On
the supplier side, tier 3 suppliers provide raw materials to tier 2, which provide components to tier
1. Components are assembled to modules in tier 1 suppliers, then assembled to products in final
assembly plant. On the customer side, products are transported from wholesaler to retailer, finally
to end customer.

Figure 4-2. Supply Chain Framework
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Figure 4-3 shows the bicycle supply chain in this case study. The component manufacturers
provide metal pipe, foam, plastic, paint, metals, and rubber. The module manufacturers are
responsible for module assembly processes, and supply the structure, brake, wheel and transmission
systems. Then the final assembly will be completed in bicycle assembly plant (focal company).
The final products are transported to American, Italian and Taiwanese markets by sea.

Figure 4-3. A Bicycle Supply Chain.

20,000,000 bicycles are sold annually across Europe, out of which 12,000,000 are produced
there: The European Bicycle Industry generates more than 70,000 jobs in Union market
(Confederation of the European Bicycle Industry, 2015). On average, European citizens own more
bicycles than any other transportation vehicles. In Europe, the bicycle is the cheapest, most
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environmentally friendly, energy efficient and sustainable means of mobility. Figure 4-4 shows the
European bicycle producing countries’ shares and rankings in 2014. Italy owns 23% of the bicycle
production, which is the highest in Europe. This is the main reason that we choose the Italian
bicycle market as our research locale instead of the whole European market.

Figure 4-4. European Bicycle Production Country Share and Ranking in 2014 (1,000 units).

According to the Confederation of the European Bicycle Industry, in Italy, the top selling
bicycles are trekking and city bike models (32%), followed by mountain bikes (31%), children’s
bike (18%), classic road (9%) and racing (6%). The retail channels continued to account for 30%
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of sales and 20% of turnover, which were seen to increase compared to 2013. Figure 4-5 (a) and
(b) show the bicycle production and sales (1,000 units) from 2000 to 2014. We can see that the
fluctuations in production and sales are not very distinct during the past decade. This observation
reflects a relatively steady bicycle market. The average bicycle sales price floated between €302 to
€539 ($342 to $610) in 2000-2014.

Figure 4-5. (a) Bicycle Production (1,000 units) 2000-2014 in Italy.

Figure 4-5. (b) Bicycle Sales (1,000 units) 2000-2014 in Italy.

Supply Chain Design
In this section, transition matrix and integer programming are applied to analyze the supply
chain performance for optimal design.
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Possible assembly processes for a bicycle are shown in Table 4-3. The processes are
divided into three parts: final assembly, module assembly, and component manufacturing
processes. Based on these possible assembly processes, the product architecture can be classified
as a two-module architecture or a three-module architecture. For instance, 1, 3, 4 are possible
processes of the two-module architecture (module ABC, module DEF) and 2, 8, 10, 11 are possible
processes of the three-module architecture (module AB, module CD, and module EF). These two
kinds of product architectures are shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7.

Table 4-3. Transition Matrix of a Bicycle.
Process (J)

Final
Assembly

Module
Assembly

1

2

3

1. Final Product

+1

+1

2. Module ABC

-1

3. Module DEF

-1

Stage (I)

4. Module AB

4

+1

Component Manufacturing
5

6

+1

+1

+1
-1

7

8

-1

7. Module EF

-1

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

+1
-1

-1

10

+1

5. Module BC
6. Module CD

9

+1
+1
-1

8. Component A

-1

9. Component B

-1

10. Component C

-1

-1

+1
-1
-1

-1

+1
-1
-1

-1

+1
-1

+1

11. Component D

-1

-1

+1

12. Component E

-1

-1

13. Component F

-1

-1

+1
+1
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Figure 4-6. Two-Module Product Architecture.

Figure 4-7. Three-Module Product Architecture.

For this study, eighteen potential suppliers are responsible for the design of components
and assembly of modules. The capabilities of these suppliers are listed in Appendix B with “√”
marks. The physical location is a key factor in supply chain design because of transportation time
and local labor cost; relevant information is provided in the Appendix. Among the 18 suppliers, 3
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suppliers are from the US, 11 are from Taiwan, 2 are from Italy, 1 is from France and 1 is from
Japan.
The cost structure of a product is composed of process cost (includes material cost and
manufacturing cost), transportation cost, inventory cost and labor cost. An example of the estimated
process costs and time for component A is outlined in Table 4-4. For instance, component (A)
saddle, process ID is 12 in transition matrix (Table 4-3). Three potential suppliers processing the
proper manufacturing capability are: Velo (Taiwan), Selle Royal (Italy) and Viscount (Taiwan).
The process cost of supplier Velo is $7.75 USD per unit and process time is 45 days. All processes
in the table can be interpreted in the same manner. Please see the information provided in Appendix
C.

Table 4-4. An Example of Process Cost and Time for Suppliers.
(A) Saddle
No.
Supplier
1
(10) Velo
2
(11) Selle Royal
3
(18) Viscount

Type
A1
A2
A1

Process ID: 12
Unit Cost
$7.75
$32.86
$6.15

Time
45
40
45

The transportation cost is also taken into consideration in this model. The approximate
transportation cost is estimated based on dimensions and weight for each component/module/final
product, it also depends on transportation distance. The estimated transportation times among these
suppliers in the supply chain network are shown in Table 4-5 (Sea rate.com, 2010).

Table 4-5. Estimated Transportation Time among Different Areas.
USA
Taiwan
Italy
France
Japan

USA
3
40
35
30
35

Taiwan
40
1
30
35
5

Italy
35
30
1
3
35

France
30
35
3
1
40

Japan
35
5
35
40
1
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Results and Discussion

Comparisons of the Three Markets
The optimization processes of product design (Design for Assembly) and supply chain
design (Mixed Integer Programming) are coordinated and applied. In this Phase, all possible
product architectures as well as supply chain issues are considered. Figures 4-8, 4-9 and 4-10 show
the optimal designs for US, Italy, and Taiwan.

Figure 4-8. Product and Supply Chain Design Optimization for USA Market.

For the US market, suppliers Velo (10), Topkey (17), Advanced (3), Shimano (12),
Formula (7), and Tien Hsin (16) correspond to Component A (saddle), B (frame), C (wheel), D
(transmission), E (fork), and F (brake). Topkey (17) takes charge of the sub-assembly process for
module ABC; and Shimano (12) responds to the need for module DEF. The final assembly process
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takes place in US (X-Bike). Designs for Italian and Taiwanese markets, Figures 4-9 and 4-10 can
be illustrated in the same manner.
Note that the selected suppliers and final assembly locations are different. However, for all
solutions two-module architectures are chosen. This important result is in agreement with the
conclusion in Chiu’s dissertation (2010), which demonstrates that two-module architecture fits cost
minimization and three-module architecuture suits the time minimization condition.

Figure 4-9. Product and Supply Chain Design Optimization for Italian Market.
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Figure 4-10. Product and Supply Chain Design Optimization for Taiwanese Market.

These different suppliers and different supply chain performances are provided in Table 46. Taiwanese market has the minimum total cost, $443.86/unit. The US market has higher total cost
$481.50/unit, which is very close to the total cost in Italian market with $485.78/unit.

Table 4-6. Comparisons of the Three Markets.
Minimum total cost (USD)
Process cost (USD)
Labor cost (USD)
Transportation cost (USD)
Inventory cost (USD)
Lead time (Days)
Number of suppliers

USA
481.50
397.95
38.07
33.03
12.46
91.2
7

Italy
485.78
397.55
58.56
16.64
13.03
92.0
6

Taiwan
443.86
393.95
32.66
5.07
12.19
61.5
6

Based on the details shown above, we can find that the process costs and inventory costs
are not different very much. Nevertheless, labor costs and transportation costs among them show
significantly different values. The labor cost for the Italian market is relatively higher than others’,
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and comes to $58.56/unit. The total transpotation cost for the US market is $33.03/unit, and
provides the highest one among three areas.
The Taiwanese market not only has the minimum total cost, but also the least cost in each
category. Moreover, the product for Taiwanese market has the shortest lead time at about 61.5
days/unit. Since the bike business in Taiwan is very active, and 11 of 18 suppliers are from Taiwan,
the selling price there will be lower than it is in US and Italy.
Since the transportation cost and labor cost among three markets vary a lot, we expect to
analyze how these two important variables impact the final result. Here, a sensitivity analysis is
provided to illustrate this problem.
Tables 4-7 and Table 4-8 calculate the optimal total cost when transportation cost and labor
cost vary between the ranges of -10% and +10%. In the same manner, Tables 4-9,10,11 and 12
show the results in Italian and Taiwanese markets.

Table 4-7. Impact of Transpotation Cost Change on Total Cost in US Market.
Rate of transportation
cost change
-10%
-5%
0%
+5%
+10%

Transportation
cost
29.73
31.38
33.03
34.68
36.33

Total cost
478.20
479.85
481.50
483.15
484.80

Rate of total
cost change
-0.69%
-0.34%
0%
+0.34%
+0.69%

Table 4-8. Impact of Labor Cost Change on Total Cost in US Market.
Rate of labor cost Labor
change
cost
-10%
34.26
-5%
36.17
0%
38.07
+5%
39.97
+10%
41.88

Total cost
477.59
479.55
481.50
483.46
485.43

Rrate of total
cost change
-0.81%
-0.40%
0%
+0.41%
+0.82%
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Figures 4-11, 4-12 and 4-13 show how the optimal total cost varies as two parameters
(transportation cost and labor cost) are varied either side of their standard values in American,
Italian, and Taiwanese markets. Each of the parameters is varied up or down by amounts reflecting
their realistic possible ranges. The format in Figure 4-11 allows results from several parameters to
be presented on a single graph. This makes an easier comparison of the relative impacts of these
parameters when varied over their realistic ranges, and these ranges are communicated by the
horizontal span of the lines.

Rate of transportation cost change
Rate of labor cost change
486

Total cost ($)
484

482

480

478

-10

-5

0

5

10

Rate of Change (%)

Figure 4-11. Impact of Labor Cost Change and Transportation Cost Change on Optimal Total Cost
in the US Market.
As shown in Figure 4-11, transportation cost and labor cost both vary between -10% and +10%,
the y-axis shows how optimal total cost varies in this range. It is obvious that total cost will
increse/decrease when transportation cost or labor cost increase/decrease. Labor cost has a bigger
impact than transportation cost on the optimal total cost in the US market.
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Table 4-9. Impact of Transpotation Cost Change on Total Cost in Italian Market.
Rate of transportation
cost change
-10%
-5%
0%
+5%
+10%

Transportation
cost
14.98
15.81
16.64
17.47
18.30

Total cost

Rate of total
cost change
-0.34%
-0.17%
0%
+0.17%
+0.34%

484.12
484.95
485.78
486.61
487.44

Table 4-10. Impact of Labor Cost Change on Total Cost in Italian Market.
Rate of labor cost Labor cost
change
-10%
52.70
-5%
55.63
0%
58.56
+5%
61.49
+10%
64.42

Total cost
479.76
482.77
485.78
488.79
491.81

Rrate of total
cost change
-1.24%
-0.62%
0%
+0.62%
+1.24%

Rate of transportation cost change
Rate of labor cost change
492

Total cost ($)

490

488

486

484

482

480
-10

-5

0

5

10

Rate of Change (%)

Figure 4-12. Impact of Labor Cost Change and Transportation Cost Change on Optimal Total Cost
in Italian Market.
Similarly, Figures 4-12 and 4-13 indicate that labor cost has more significant impact on the
objective value both in Italian and Taiwanese markets.
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Table 4-11. Impact of Transpotation Cost Change on Total Cost in Taiwanese Market.
Rate of transportation
cost change
-10%
-5%
0%
+5%
+10%

Transportation
cost
4.56
4.82
5.07
5.32
5.58

Total cost

Rrate of total
cost change
-0.11%
-0.057%
0%
+0.057%
+0.11%

443.35
443.61
443.86
444.11
444.37

Table 4-12. Impact of Labor Cost Change on Total Cost in Taiwanese Market.
Rate of labor cost Labor
change
cost
-10%
29.39
-5%
31.03
0%
32.66
+5%
34.29
+10%
35.93

Total cost

Rrate of total
cost change
-0.75%
-0.38%
0%
+0.38%
+0.76%

440.51
442.19
443.86
445.55
447.23

Rate of transportation cost change
Rate of labor cost change
448

Total cost ($)
446

444

442

440

-10

-5

0

5

10

Rate of Change (%)

Figure 4-13. Impact of Labor Cost Change and Transportation Cost Change on Optimal Total Cost
in the Taiwanese Market.

The rate of change (the slope) of the objective function with respect to changes in a
parameter is a summary of the issue that is visible on the graphs. Since the units of measure for
different parameters are not necessarily comparable, the slopes with respect to changes in different
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parameters are not comparable either. Calculating "elasticities" can help to address this problem,
which are measures of the percentage change in a dependent variable (total cost) divided by the
percentage change in an independent variable (transportation/labor cost). We use formula e =
%∆Y/%∆X to calculate elasticities, shown as Table 4-13.

Table 4-13. Sensitivity Elasticities Calculation.
US
Italy
Taiwan

Transportation
6.85%
3.43%
1.14%

Labor
8.12%
12.40%
7.57%

A comparison of elasticities of optimal total cost with respect to different parameters
provides a good indication of the parameters to which the activity is most sensitive. Based on Table
4-13, we can see that all these three markets have a higher elasticity values on labor cost than
transportation cost. The Italian market has the highest elasticity value 12.40% on labor cost, and
the Taiwanese market has the minimum elasticity value 1.14% with respect to the transportation
cost. Overall, we can come to the conclusion that the labor cost has the most significant effect on
the optimal total cost value, especially for the Italian market. In order to reduce the total cost for
products, labor cost should be the most essential parameter to concern. This result helps decision
maker to focus on the important parameter (labor cost) and its relationships.

Price Estimation
Based on the supply chain optimization conclusions, the selling prices are estimated for the
US, Italian and Taiwanese markets as reference. The information on rate of profits in these three
markets is collected from the official data website data.worldbank.org, and is shown in Table 414. Table 4-15 shows the estimated bicycle prices for these three markets.
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Table 4-14. Percentage of Commercial Profits in US, Italy and Taiwan (data.worldbank.org).
% of Commercial Profits
(Total tax rate)

US

Italy

Taiwan

43.8～43.9

64.8～67.6

17.0～21.0

Table 4-15. Market Price Estimation.
Range of market price ($)
US

692.4～692.9/unit

Italy

800.6～814.2/unit

Taiwan

519.3～537.1/unit

After the product design and supply chain optimizaion process, we provide a bicycle price
estimation for US, Italy, and Taiwan markets, which can help X-Bike company make a higher
profit. Since Taiwan has relatively smaller rate of commercial profits and lower total cost, the price
of bicycle is the cheapest among these three markets. On the contrary, estimated price for Italian
market is the highest one despite optimal total cost is very close to the US market.

Discussion
The case study presents the advantages of integrating product design and the supply chain
design. As a functional product in the mature phase of its life cycle, designing a lean supply chain
that focuses on low cost, high quality, and limited flexibility can support mature products as
proposed by Vonderembse et al. (2006).
Based on the objective of cost minimization, we note that the two-module product
archirecture is more applicable than three-module architecture for all three different markets, and
responds to the results summarized by Chiu (2010). In Chiu’s disseration, the supply chain
performances of all two-module and three-module design concepts are fully investigated to explore
the impact of modularity level on supply chain performance. Results show that three-module is
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advantageous for the time-based performance of a supply chain network, whereas two-module
yields superiority in terms of cost performance. With reference to the case study presented, the
product architectures for all the three geographically different markets confirm this conclusion.
The product and supply chain design for American, Italian and Taiwanese markets can
mirror some bicycle market conditions. Except the final assembly suppliers, most of suppliers for
components and modules are from Taiwan. Taiwan is one of the most active areas for bicycle
production and exporting; sometimes it is called the “Bicycle Kindom”. It’s the US and Europe,
which together account for more than 50 percent of global bicycle sales, that are “the bread and
butter for Taiwan bicycle makers” (Jens, 2014). The total cost and price estimate are both highest
in the Italian market, because of the expensive labor cost and relatively high rate of commercial
profit. According to statistics of Confederation of the European Bicycle Industry (2014), Italy takes
23% of the bicycle production and 30% of the component and module production in Europe. The
average bicycle sales price in most countries in Europe is between the range of $221~$935; this
validates the price estimation for the Italian market in this study is a reasonable result.
The global bicycle market is expected to grow from $51 billion in 2014 to $65 billion in
2019 since the bicycle industry is continuously increasing. Further innovation in materials and
functions should be considered in the future for customization across markets.

Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Research
In this thesis, a systematic method to integrate product design and supply chain design
decisions is proposed and applied. Subsequently, the benefit of simultaneously optimizing product
and supply chain design is demonstrated. Based on the foundation of EMS model and graphical
design repository (Chiu, 2010), a DFA index is used to evaluate and modularize these concepts.
The DFA index can provide product architectures with minimum components and assembly cost.
This research connects product architecture to a supply chain network using a transition matrix.
The MIP model is constructed to simultaneously optimize product and supply chain design for three
different geographical markets. Therefore, this model can not only serve as a decision-making
support system with which decision makers can analyze and assure the success of both product and
company at the design stage, but also design different product architectures and supply chain
networks for the US, Italian and Taiwanese markets which can minimize total cost and bring higher
profit. In addition, a sensitivity analysis is considered to evaluate potential factors impacting on
results. In order to minimize the total cost for products to yield higher profit, labor cost should be
the most essential parameter concerning all three markets. Transportation cost is also a relatively
important factor for the US. Design team can recognize how to control and prevent potential risk
in supply chain execution for different markets. Finally, the estimated product prices for US, Italy
and Taiwan are provided based on the optimization results and rates of commercial profits, which
can benefit the three markets significantly.
In this work, the parameters of the supply chain are assigned as single fixed values, which
will vary in supply chain execution when market demand changes. For instance, the parameters of
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cost and time may vary according to product properties and production constraints, such as the
lead time of key components or actual capacity of suppliers. Furthermore, only design for assembly,
design for supply chain and design for profit are considered in this research. Design for quality,
sustainability, recycling, and other “X” factors can also be incorporated in this supply chain
network. A multi-objective optimization can be used in this case to provide optimal decisions when
there is a need for trade-offs between two or more conflicting objectives, such as minimizing cost
while maximizing quality.
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Appendix A
EMS Diagram of a Bicycle with Mapping Components (Chiu, 2010)

Appendix B
Worldwide Suppliers for X-Bike

B-1. Worldwide Component Suppliers for X-Bike
ID

Supplier (Area)

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Saddle

Frame

Fork

Brake

Wheel

Trans

1

X-Bike (US)

√

√

2

ADK (Taiwan)

√

√

3

Advanced (Taiwan)

4

Campagnolo (Italy)

5

DT Swiss (Taiwan)

6

Easton (Taiwan)

7

Formula (Taiwan)

8

HB (US)

9

Mavic (France)

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

10 Velo (Taiwan)

√

11 Selle Royal (Italy)

√

12 Shimano (Japan)

√

13 Sram (US)

√

14 Tektro (Taiwan)

√
√

15 Ten-Tech (Taiwan)

√

18 Viscount (Taiwan)

√

√
√

√

16 Tien Hsin (Taiwan)
17 Topkey (Taiwan)

√

√
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B-2. Worldwide Module Suppliers for X-Bike
ID

Supplier (Area)

(AB)

(BC)

(CD)

(EF)

1

(ABC)

(DEF)

X-Bike (US)

√

√

√

√

2

ADK (Taiwan)

√

√

√

3

Advanced

√

√

√

(ABCDEF)

√

√

√

√

√

(Taiwan)
√

4

Campagnolo (Italy)

5

DT Swiss (Taiwan)

6

Easton (Taiwan)

7

Formula (Taiwan)

8

HB (US)

9

Mavic (France)

10

Velo (Taiwan)

11

Selle Royal (Italy)

12

Shimano (Japan)

13

Sram (US)

√

14

Tektro (Taiwan)

√

15

Ten-Tech (Taiwan)

16

Tien Hsin (Taiwan)

17

Topkey (Taiwan)

18

Viscount (Taiwan)

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

B-3. Information of Suppliers (Chiu, 2010)
ID

Supplier

Location

Website

1

X-bike

PA, USA

2

ADK Technology, Ltd.

TAICHUNG CITY, TW

3

Advanced Int'l Multitech

KAOHSIUNG CITY, TW

4

Campagnolo

Vicenza – ITALY

http://www.campagnolo.com/

5

DT Swiss

TAICHUNG CITY, TAW

http://www.dtswiss.com/

6

Easton Sports Asia

TAIPEI CITY, TW

http://www.eastonbike.com/

7

Formula Engineering

TAICHUNG CITY, TW

http://www.formulahubs.com/

8

HB Performance Systems

Mequon, WI, USA

http://www.hayesbrake.com/

9

Mavic

Annecy cedex, FR

http://www.mavic.com/

10

Overseas Technology,

TAICHUNG CITY, TW

http://www.velosaddles.com

www.adktec.com

Ltd. (Velo)
11

Selle Royal, SPA

Verona Area, ITALY

12

Shimano

Osaka, JAPAN

http://www.selleroyal.com/About.asp
x
http://corporate.shimano.com/

13

Sram

Chicago, IL, USA

http://www.sram.com/

14

Tektro Technology

TAICHUNG CITY, TW

http://www.tektro.com

15

Ten-Tech Composite

TAICHUNG CITY, TW

http://tentechcomp.com

Technology
16

Tien Hsin Industries

TAICHUNG CITY, TW

http://www.thindustries.com.tw/

17

Topkey Corporation

TAICHUNG CITY, TW

http://www.topkey.com.tw/

18

Viscount Ind. Co., Ltd.

TAIPEI CITY, TW
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Appendix C
Process Cost and Time of Components/Modules for Suppliers

Type
B2
B1
B2
B1

Type
C2
C1
C1
C1
C2

Type
D2
D2
D1
D1
D1

No.
1
2
3
4

(B) Saddle
Supplier
(1) X-Bike
(2) ADK
(15) Ten-Tech
(17) Topkey

Process ID: 13
Unit Cost
Time
$320.00
30
$290.00
45
$380.00
45
$278.60
35

No.
1
2
3
4
5

(C) Fork
Supplier
(1) X-Bike
(2) ADK
(3) Ten-Tech
(6) Easton
(17) Topkey

Process ID: 14
Unit Cost
Time
$120.00
15
$53.00
10
$22.66
15
$93.45
8
$90.00
12

No.
1
2
3
4
5

(D) Brake
Supplier
(4) Campagnlo
(8) HB
(12) Shimano
(13) Sram
(14) Tektro

Process ID: 15
Unit Cost
Time
$82.04
40
$33.70
60
$8.44
40
$56.76
60
$23.00
45

(E) Wheel
Supplier
(5) DT Swiss
(7) Formula
Engineering
(9) Mavic
(12) Shimano

Process ID: 16
Unit Cost
Time
$359.13
45
$17.50
45

(F) Transport
Supplier
(12) Shimano

Process ID: 17
Unit Cost
Time
$39.65
50

Type
E2
E1

No.
1
2

E1
E2

3
4

Type
F1

No.
1

$38.16
$98.78

40
85

74
F2
F1

2
3

(13) Sram
(16) Tien Hsin

$151.33
$34.00

No.
1
2
3
4

(AB) Module
Supplier
(1) X-Bike
(2) ADK
(3) Advanced
(15) Ten-Tech

Process ID: 8
Unit Cost
Time
$18.00
0.5
$5.00
0.8
$8.00
0.7
$6.00
1.2

No.
1
2
3
4

(BC) Module
Supplier
(1) X-Bike
(2) ADK
(3) Advanced
(17) Topkey

Process ID: 9
Unit Cost
Time
$10.00
0.3
$5.00
0.5
$5.20
0.4
$6.20
0.5

No.
1
2
3
4

(CD) Module
Supplier
(1) X-Bike
(4) Campagnolo
(13) Sram
(14) Tektro

Process ID: 10
Unit Cost
Time
$20.00
1.2
$9.00
3
$7.00
2.6
$8.00
4.8

No.
1
2
3
4

(EF) Module
Supplier
(1) X-Bike
(4) Campagnolo
(9) Mavic
(12) Shimano

Process ID: 11
Unit Cost
Time
$12.00
1.5
$4.00
2.5
$6.00
2.1
$3.00
3

(ABC) Module
No.
Supplier
1
(1) X-Bike
2
(2) ADK
3
(3) Advanced
4
(17) Topkey

Process ID: 3, 5, 6
Unit Cost
Time
$20.00
2
$10.00
3
$12.00
2.5
$8.00
3.2

80
45

75
No.
1
2
3
4

(DEF) Module
Supplier
(1) X-Bike
(4) Campagnolo
(12) Shimano
(13) Sram

Process ID: 4,7
Unit Cost
Time
$25.00
2.2
$8.00
3.9
$11.00
3.5
$13.00
3.2

No.
1
2
3

(ABCDEF) Module
Supplier
(1) X-Bike
(4) Campagnolo
(17) Topkey

Process ID: 1, 2
Unit Cost
Time
$10.00
2
$4.00
3.5
$6.00
3
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Appendix D
Outputs from Lingo 11.0
B-1. Lingo solution for USA

B-2. Lingo solution for Italy market

B-3. Lingo solution for Taiwan market
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Appendix E
Mixed Integer Programming
MIN = ACTCOST;
! MIN = ACTLEAD;
! Process cost is decomposed as three level: component, sub-assemble, and final assemble;
C1 +C2 +C3-ACTCOST=0;
! ACTCOST - C_MIN>0;
ACTCOST-C_MAX<0;
! C_MIN=100;
! C_MAX=1000;
! L_MAX=100;
ACTLEAD=@SMAX(LEADA11,LEADA21,LEADA31,LEADA41,LEADB11,LEADB21,LEA
DB31,LEADB41,LEADC11,LEADC21,LEADC31,LEADC41,
LEADD11,LEADD21,LEADD31,LEADE11,LEADE21,LEADE31,LEADF11,LEADF21,LEAD
F31);
! Input 64 Design concept here;
x1201 + x1203=1;
x1302 + x1304 =1;
x1402 + x1403 + x1404 =1;
x1503 + x1504 + x1505 =1;
x1602 + x1603 =1;
x1701 + x1703=1;
! Maximize US suppliers;
! x1502=1;
! x1702=1;
! x1301=1;
! x1401=1;
! x1101=1;
! x1001+x1003=1;
! x0901=1;
! x0801=1;
! x0401+x0404=1;
! x0701+x0704=1;
! x0601=1;
! x0501=1;
! x0301=1;
! Determine the inflow and outflow balance;
1*y1 +1*y2 =1;
y1=1;
(-1)*y1 +1*y3+1*y5+1*y6 >=0;
(-1)*y1 +1*y4+1*y7 >=0;
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(-1)*y2
(-1)*y6
(-1)*y2
(-1)*y2
(-1)*y3
(-1)*y3
(-1)*y3
(-1)*y4
(-1)*y4
(-1)*y4

+(-1)*y5+1*y8 >=0;
+1*y9 >=0;
+1*y10 >=0;
+(-1)*y7+1*y11 >=0;
+(-1)*y6+(-1)*y8+1*y12 >=0;
+(-1)*y8+(-1)*y9+1*y13 >=0;
+(-1)*y5+(-1)*y9+(-1)*y10+1*y14 >=0;
+(-1)*y7+(-1)*y10+1*y15 >=0;
+(-1)*y11+1*y16 >=0;
+(-1)*y11+1*y17 >=0;

! Determine only one of the suppliers will be selected;
x0101+x0102+x0103=1;
x0201+x0202+x0203=1;
x0101+x0102+x0103-y1=0;
x0301 + x0302 + x0303 + x0304=1;
x0401 + x0402 + x0403 + x0404 =1;
x0501 + x0502 + x0503 + x0504=1;
x0601 + x0602 + x0603 + x0604=1;
x0701 + x0702 + x0703 + x0704 =1;
x0801 + x0802 + x0803 + x0804 =1;
x0901 + x0902 + x0903 + x0904 =1;
x1001 + x1002 + x1003 + x1004 =1;
x1101 + x1102 + x1103 + x1104 =1;
x1201 + x1202 + x1203=1;
x1301 + x1302 + x1303 + x1304 =1;
x1401 + x1402 + x1403 + x1404 + x1405 =1;
x1501 + x1502 + x1503 + x1504 + x1505 =1;
x1601 + x1602 + x1603 + x1604 =1;
x1701 + x1702 + x1703=1;

! Process cost;
C11 + C12 + C13 - C1= 0;
! Transportation cost;
C201+ C202+ C203+ C204+ C205+ C206+ C207+ C208+ C209+ C210+ C211+C212 - C2=0;
! Process cost of final assembly;
(Op0101*x0101+ Op0102*x0102+ Op0103*x0103) *y1+ (Op0201*x0201+ Op0202*x0202+
Op0203*x0203) *y2 - C11=0;
! Process cost of sub assembly;
(Op0301*x0301+ Op0302*x0302+ Op0303*x0303+ Op0304*x0304)*y3 + (Op0401*x0401 +
Op0402*x0402 + Op0403*x0403 + Op0404*x0404) *y4 + (Op0501*x0501+ Op0502*x0502+
Op0503*x0503+ Op0504*x0504)*y5 + (Op0601*x0601 + Op0602*x0602 + Op0603*x0603+
Op0604*x0604)*y6 + (Op0701*x0701 + Op0702*x0702+ Op0703*x0703+ Op0704*x0704)*y7
+ (Op0801*x0801+ Op0802*x0802+ Op0803*x0803+ Op0804*x0804)*y8 + (Op0901*x0901 +
Op0902* x0902 + Op0903*x0903 + Op0904*x0904)*y9 + (Op1001*x1001 + Op1002* x1002 +
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Op1003*x1003 + Op1004*x1004)*y10+ (Op1101*x1101 + Op1102* x1102 + Op1103*x1103 +
Op1104*x1104)*y11-C12=0;
! Process cost of component;
( Op1201*x1201 + Op1202*x1202 + Op1203*x1203)*y12 +( Op1301*x1301 + Op1302*x1302
+ Op1303*x1303 + Op1304*x1304)*y13 +( Op1401*x1401 + Op1402*x1402 + Op1403*x1403
+ Op1404*x1404 + Op1405*x1405)*y14 +( Op1501*x1501 + Op1502*x1502 + Op1503*x1503
+ Op1504*x1504 + Op1505*x1505)*y15+ (Op1601*x1601 + Op1602*x1602 + Op1603*x1603
+ Op1604*x1604)*y16 +( Op1701*x1701 + Op1702*x1702 + Op1703*x1703)*y17 - C13=0;

! Transportation cost;
C201+ C202+ C203+ C204+ C205+ C206+ C207+ C208+ C209+ C210+ C211+C212 - C2=0;
! Transportation cost of process y1;
((TRAN03010101*x0301*x0101 +TRAN03020101*x0302*x0101
+TRAN03030101*x0303*x0101 +TRAN03040101*x0304*x0101+
TRAN03010102*x0301*x0102 +TRAN03020102*x0302*x0102
+TRAN03030102*x0303*x0102 +TRAN03040102*x0304*x0102+
TRAN03010103*x0301*x0103 +TRAN03020103*x0302*x0103
+TRAN03030103*x0303*x0103 +TRAN03040103*x0304*x0103)*y3+
(TRAN05010101*x0501*x0101 +TRAN05020101*x0502*x0101
+TRAN05030101*x0503*x0101 +TRAN05040101*x0504*x0101+
TRAN05010102*x0501*x0102 +TRAN05020102*x0502*x0102
+TRAN05030102*x0503*x0102 +TRAN05040102*x0504*x0102+
TRAN05010103*x0501*x0103 +TRAN05020103*x0502*x0103
+TRAN05030103*x0503*x0103 +TRAN05040103*x0504*x0103)*y5+
(TRAN06010101*x0601*x0101 +TRAN06020101*x0602*x0101
+TRAN06030101*x0603*x0101 +TRAN06040101*x0604*x0101+
TRAN06010102*x0601*x0102 +TRAN06020102*x0602*x0102
+TRAN06030102*x0603*x0102 +TRAN06040102*x0604*x0102+
TRAN06010103*x0601*x0103 +TRAN06020103*x0602*x0103
+TRAN06030103*x0603*x0103 +TRAN06040103*x0604*x0103)*y6+
(TRAN04010101*x0401*x0101 +TRAN04020101*x0402*x0101
+TRAN04030101*x0403*x0101 +TRAN04040101*x0404*x0101+
TRAN04010102*x0401*x0102 +TRAN04020102*x0402*x0102
+TRAN04030102*x0403*x0102 +TRAN04040102*x0404*x0102+
TRAN04010103*x0401*x0103 +TRAN04020103*x0402*x0103
+TRAN04030103*x0403*x0103 +TRAN04040103*x0404*x0103)*y4+
(TRAN07010101*x0701*x0101 +TRAN07020101*x0702*x0101
+TRAN07030101*x0703*x0101 +TRAN07040101*x0704*x0101+
TRAN07010102*x0701*x0102 +TRAN07020102*x0702*x0102
+TRAN07030102*x0703*x0102 +TRAN07040102*x0704*x0102+
TRAN07010103*x0701*x0103 +TRAN07020103*x0702*x0103
+TRAN07030103*x0703*x0103 +TRAN07040103*x0704*x0103)*y7) *y1 -C201=0;
! Transportation cost of process y2;
((TRAN08010201*x0801*x0201 +TRAN08020201*x0802*x0201
+TRAN08030201*x0803*x0201 +TRAN08040201*x0804*x0201+
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TRAN08010202*x0801*x0202 +TRAN08020202*x0802*x0202
+TRAN08030202*x0803*x0202 +TRAN08040202*x0804*x0202+
TRAN08010203*x0801*x0203 +TRAN08020203*x0802*x0203
+TRAN08030203*x0803*x0203 +TRAN08040203*x0804*x0203)*y8 +
(TRAN10010201*x1001*x0201 +TRAN10020201*x1002*x0201
+TRAN10030201*x1003*x0201 +TRAN10040201*x1004*x0201+
TRAN10010202*x1001*x0202 +TRAN10020202*x1002*x0202
+TRAN10030202*x1003*x0202 +TRAN10040202*x1004*x0202+
TRAN10010203*x1001*x0203 +TRAN10020203*x1002*x0203
+TRAN10030203*x1003*x0203 +TRAN10040203*x1004*x0203)*y10+
(TRAN11010201*x1101*x0201 +TRAN11020201*x1102*x0201
+TRAN11030201*x1103*x0201 +TRAN11040201*x1104*x0201+
TRAN11010202*x1101*x0202 +TRAN11020202*x1102*x0202
+TRAN11030202*x1103*x0202 +TRAN11040202*x1104*x0202+
TRAN11010203*x1101*x0203 +TRAN11020203*x1102*x0203
+TRAN11030203*x1103*x0203 +TRAN11040203*x1104*x0203)*y11) *y2 -C202=0;
! Transportation cost of process y3;
((TRAN12010301*x1201*x0301 +TRAN12020301*x1202*x0301
+TRAN12030301*x1203*x0301
+TRAN12010302*x1201*x0302 +TRAN12020302*x1202*x0302
+TRAN12030302*x1203*x0302
+TRAN12010303*x1201*x0303 +TRAN12020303*x1202*x0303
+TRAN13030303*x1203*x0303
+TRAN12010304*x1201*x0304 +TRAN12020304*x1202*x0304
+TRAN13030304*x1203*x0304 )*y12+
(TRAN13010301*x1301*x0301 +TRAN13020301*x1302*x0301
+TRAN13030301*x1303*x0301 +TRAN13040301*x1304*x0301
+TRAN13010302*x1301*x0302 +TRAN13020302*x1302*x0302
+TRAN13030302*x1303*x0302 +TRAN13040302*x1304*x0302
+TRAN13010303*x1301*x0303 +TRAN13020303*x1302*x0303
+TRAN13030303*x1303*x0303 +TRAN13040303*x1304*x0303
+TRAN13010304*x1301*x0304 +TRAN13020304*x1302*x0304
+TRAN13030304*x1303*x0304 +TRAN13040304*x1304*x0304)*y13 +
(TRAN14010301*x1401*x0301 +TRAN14020301*x1402*x0301
+TRAN14030301*x1403*x0301
+TRAN14040301*x1404*x0301+TRAN14050301*x1405*x0301
+TRAN14010302*x1401*x0302 +TRAN14020302*x1402*x0302
+TRAN14030302*x1403*x0302
+TRAN14040302*x1404*x0302+TRAN14050304*x1405*x0302
+TRAN14010303*x1401*x0303 +TRAN14020303*x1402*x0303
+TRAN14030303*x1403*x0303
+TRAN14040303*x1404*x0303+TRAN14050303*x1405*x0303
+TRAN14010304*x1401*x0304 +TRAN14020304*x1402*x0304
+TRAN14030304*x1403*x0304
+TRAN14040304*x1404*x0304+TRAN14050304*x1405*x0304)*y14) *y3-C203=0;
! Transportation cost of process y4;
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((TRAN17010401*x1701*x0401 +TRAN17020401*x1702*x0401
+TRAN17030401*x1703*x0401
+TRAN17010402*x1701*x0402 +TRAN17020402*x1702*x0402
+TRAN17030402*x1703*x0402
+TRAN17010403*x1701*x0403 +TRAN17020403*x1702*x0403
+TRAN17030403*x1703*x0403
+TRAN17010404*x1701*x0404 +TRAN17020404*x1702*x0404
+TRAN17030404*x1703*x0404 )*y17+
(TRAN16010401*x1601*x0401 +TRAN16020401*x1602*x0401
+TRAN16030401*x1603*x0401 +TRAN16040401*x1604*x0401
+TRAN16010402*x1601*x0402 +TRAN16020402*x1602*x0402
+TRAN16030402*x1603*x0402 +TRAN16040402*x1604*x0402
+TRAN16010403*x1601*x0403 +TRAN16020403*x1602*x0403
+TRAN16030403*x1603*x0403 +TRAN16040403*x1604*x0403
+TRAN16010404*x1601*x0404 +TRAN16020404*x1602*x0404
+TRAN16030404*x1603*x0404 +TRAN16040404*x1604*x0404)*y16 +
(TRAN15010401*x1501*x0401 +TRAN15020401*x1502*x0401
+TRAN15030401*x1503*x0401
+TRAN15040401*x1504*x0401+TRAN15050401*x1505*x0401
+TRAN15010402*x1501*x0402 +TRAN15020402*x1502*x0402
+TRAN15030402*x1503*x0402
+TRAN15040402*x1504*x0402+TRAN15050404*x1505*x0402
+TRAN15010403*x1501*x0403 +TRAN15020403*x1502*x0403
+TRAN15030403*x1503*x0403
+TRAN15040403*x1504*x0403+TRAN15050404*x1505*x0403
+TRAN15010404*x1501*x0404 +TRAN15020404*x1502*x0404
+TRAN15030404*x1503*x0404
+TRAN15040404*x1504*x0404+TRAN15050404*x1505*x0404)*y15) *y4-C204=0;
! Transportation cost of process y5;
((TRAN08010501*x0801*x0501 +TRAN08020501*x0802*x0501
+TRAN08030501*x0803*x0501 +TRAN08040501*x0804*x0501
+TRAN08010502*x0801*x0502 +TRAN08020502*x0802*x0502
+TRAN08030502*x0803*x0502 +TRAN08040502*x0804*x0502
+TRAN08010503*x0801*x0503 +TRAN08020503*x0802*x0503
+TRAN08030503*x0803*x0503 +TRAN08040503*x0804*x0503
+TRAN08010504*x0801*x0504 +TRAN08020504*x0802*x0504
+TRAN08030504*x0803*x0504 +TRAN08040504*x0804*x0504)*y8+
(TRAN14010501*x1401*x0501 +TRAN14020501*x1402*x0501
+TRAN14030501*x1403*x0501
+TRAN14040501*x1404*x0501+TRAN14050501*x1405*x0501
+TRAN14010502*x1401*x0502 +TRAN14020502*x1402*x0502
+TRAN14030502*x1403*x0502
+TRAN14040502*x1404*x0502+TRAN14050502*x1405*x0502
+TRAN14010503*x1401*x0503 +TRAN14020503*x1402*x0503
+TRAN14030503*x1403*x0503
+TRAN14040503*x1404*x0503+TRAN14050503*x1405*x0503
+TRAN14010504*x1401*x0504 +TRAN14020504*x1402*x0504
+TRAN14030504*x1403*x0504
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+TRAN14040504*x1404*x0504+TRAN14050504*x1405*x0504)*y14)*y5 -C205=0;
! Transportation cost of process y6;
((TRAN09010601*x0901*x0601 +TRAN09020601*x0902*x0601
+TRAN09030601*x0903*x0601 +TRAN09040601*x0904*x0601
+TRAN09010602*x0901*x0602 +TRAN09020602*x0902*x0602
+TRAN09030602*x0903*x0602 +TRAN09040602*x0904*x0602
+TRAN09010603*x0901*x0603 +TRAN09020603*x0902*x0603
+TRAN09030603*x0903*x0603 +TRAN09040603*x0904*x0603
+TRAN09010604*x0901*x0604 +TRAN09020604*x0902*x0604
+TRAN09030604*x0903*x0604 +TRAN09040604*x0904*x0604)*y9+
(TRAN12010601*x1201*x0601 +TRAN12020601*x1202*x0601
+TRAN12030601*x1203*x0601
+TRAN12010602*x1201*x0602 +TRAN12020602*x1202*x0602
+TRAN12030602*x1203*x0602
+TRAN12010603*x1201*x0603 +TRAN12020603*x1202*x0603
+TRAN12030603*x1203*x0603
+TRAN12010604*x1201*x0604 +TRAN12020604*x1202*x0604
+TRAN12030604*x1203*x0604)*y12)*y6 -C206=0;
! Transportation cost of process y7;
((TRAN11010701*x1101*x0701 +TRAN11020701*x1102*x0701
+TRAN11030701*x1103*x0701 +TRAN11040701*x1104*x0701
+TRAN11010702*x1101*x0702 +TRAN11020702*x1102*x0702
+TRAN11030702*x1103*x0702 +TRAN11040702*x1104*x0702
+TRAN11010703*x1101*x0703 +TRAN11020703*x1102*x0703
+TRAN11030703*x1103*x0703 +TRAN11040703*x1104*x0703
+TRAN11010704*x1101*x0704 +TRAN11020704*x1102*x0704
+TRAN11030704*x1103*x0704 +TRAN11040704*x1104*x0704)*y11+
(TRAN15010701*x1501*x0701 +TRAN15020701*x1502*x0701
+TRAN15030701*x1503*x0701
+TRAN15040701*x1504*x0701+TRAN15050701*x1505*x0701
+TRAN15010702*x1501*x0702 +TRAN15020702*x1502*x0702
+TRAN15030702*x1503*x0702
+TRAN15040702*x1504*x0702+TRAN15050702*x1505*x0702
+TRAN15010703*x1501*x0703 +TRAN15020703*x1502*x0703
+TRAN15030703*x1503*x0703
+TRAN15040703*x1504*x0703+TRAN15050703*x1505*x0703
+TRAN15010704*x1501*x0704 +TRAN15020704*x1502*x0704
+TRAN15030704*x1503*x0704
+TRAN15040704*x1504*x0704+TRAN15050704*x1505*x0704)*y15)*y7 -C207=0;
! Transportation cost of process y8;
((TRAN12010801*x1201*x0801 +TRAN12020801*x1202*x0801
+TRAN12030801*x1203*x0801
+TRAN12010802*x1201*x0802 +TRAN12020802*x1202*x0802
+TRAN12030802*x1203*x0802
+TRAN12010803*x1201*x0803 +TRAN12020803*x1202*x0803
+TRAN13030803*x1203*x0803
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+TRAN12010804*x1201*x0804 +TRAN12020804*x1202*x0804
+TRAN13030804*x1203*x0804 )*y12+
(TRAN13010801*x1301*x0801 +TRAN13020801*x1302*x0801
+TRAN13030801*x1303*x0801 +TRAN13040801*x1304*x0801
+TRAN13010802*x1301*x0802 +TRAN13020802*x1302*x0802
+TRAN13030802*x1303*x0802 +TRAN13040802*x1304*x0802
+TRAN13010803*x1301*x0803 +TRAN13020803*x1302*x0803
+TRAN13030803*x1303*x0803 +TRAN13040803*x1304*x0803
+TRAN13010804*x1301*x0804 +TRAN13020804*x1302*x0804
+TRAN13030804*x1303*x0804 +TRAN13040804*x1304*x0804)*y13)*y8 -C208=0;
! Transportation cost of process y9;
((TRAN13010901*x1301*x0901 +TRAN13020901*x1302*x0901
+TRAN13030901*x1303*x0901 +TRAN13040901*x1304*x0901
+TRAN13010902*x1301*x0902 +TRAN13020902*x1302*x0902
+TRAN13030902*x1303*x0902 +TRAN13040902*x1304*x0902
+TRAN13010903*x1301*x0903 +TRAN13020903*x1302*x0903
+TRAN13030903*x1303*x0903 +TRAN13040903*x1304*x0903
+TRAN13010904*x1301*x0904 +TRAN13020904*x1302*x0904
+TRAN13030904*x1303*x0904 +TRAN13040904*x1304*x0904)*y13+
(TRAN14010901*x1401*x0901 +TRAN14020901*x1402*x0901
+TRAN14030901*x1403*x0901
+TRAN14040901*x1404*x0901+TRAN14050901*x1405*x0901
+TRAN14010902*x1401*x0902 +TRAN14020902*x1402*x0902
+TRAN14030902*x1403*x0902
+TRAN14040902*x1404*x0902+TRAN14050902*x1405*x0902
+TRAN14010903*x1401*x0903 +TRAN14020903*x1402*x0903
+TRAN14030903*x1403*x0903
+TRAN14040903*x1404*x0903+TRAN14050903*x1405*x0903
+TRAN14010904*x1401*x0904 +TRAN14020904*x1402*x0904
+TRAN14030904*x1403*x0904
+TRAN14040904*x1404*x0904+TRAN14050904*x1405*x0904)*y14)*y9-C209=0;
! Transportation cost of process y10;
((TRAN14011001*x1401*x1001 +TRAN14021001*x1402*x1001
+TRAN14031001*x1403*x1001
+TRAN14041001*x1404*x1001+TRAN14051001*x1405*x1001
+TRAN14011002*x1401*x1002 +TRAN14021002*x1402*x1002
+TRAN14031002*x1403*x1002
+TRAN14041002*x1404*x1002+TRAN14051002*x1405*x1002
+TRAN14011003*x1401*x1003 +TRAN14021003*x1402*x1003
+TRAN14031003*x1403*x1003
+TRAN14041003*x1404*x1003+TRAN14051003*x1405*x1003
+TRAN14011004*x1401*x1004 +TRAN14021004*x1402*x1004
+TRAN14031004*x1403*x1004
+TRAN14041004*x1404*x1004+TRAN14051004*x1405*x1004)*y14+
(TRAN15011001*x1501*x1001 +TRAN15021001*x1502*x1001
+TRAN15031001*x1503*x1001
+TRAN15041001*x1504*x1001+TRAN15051001*x1505*x1001
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+TRAN15011002*x1501*x1002 +TRAN15021002*x1502*x1002
+TRAN15031002*x1503*x1002
+TRAN15041002*x1504*x1002+TRAN15051002*x1505*x1002
+TRAN15011003*x1501*x1003 +TRAN15021003*x1502*x1003
+TRAN15031003*x1503*x1003
+TRAN15041003*x1504*x1003+TRAN15051003*x1505*x1003
+TRAN15011004*x1501*x1004 +TRAN15021004*x1502*x1004
+TRAN15031004*x1503*x1004
+TRAN15041004*x1504*x1004+TRAN15051004*x1505*x1004)*y15)*y10 -C210=0;
! Transportation cost of process y11;
((TRAN17011101*x1701*x1101 +TRAN17021101*x1702*x1101
+TRAN17031101*x1703*x1101
+TRAN17011102*x1701*x1102 +TRAN17021102*x1702*x1102
+TRAN17031102*x1703*x1102
+TRAN17011103*x1701*x1103 +TRAN17021103*x1702*x1103
+TRAN17031103*x1703*x1103
+TRAN17011104*x1701*x1104 +TRAN17021104*x1702*x1104
+TRAN17031104*x1703*x1104 )*y17+
(TRAN16011101*x1601*x1101 +TRAN16021101*x1602*x1101
+TRAN16031101*x1603*x1101 +TRAN16041101*x1604*x1101
+TRAN16011102*x1601*x1102 +TRAN16021102*x1602*x1102
+TRAN16031102*x1603*x1102 +TRAN16041102*x1604*x1102
+TRAN16011103*x1601*x1103 +TRAN16021103*x1602*x1103
+TRAN16031103*x1603*x1103 +TRAN16041103*x1604*x1103
+TRAN16011104*x1601*x1104 +TRAN16021104*x1602*x1104
+TRAN16031104*x1603*x1104 +TRAN16041104*x1604*x1104)*y16)*y11-C211=0;
! Transportation cost from final assembly location to USA;
(TRAN010112*x0101+ TRAN010212*x0102+ TRAN010312*x0103)*y1+
(TRAN020112*x0201+ TRAN020212*x0202+ TRAN020312*x0203)*y2-C212=0;
! Inventory cost, V is 120 miles per hour and holding cost is 0.005 per hour;
(C13+C12+C11)/35 - C3=0;
! Inventory cost of process y1;
! Inventory cost of process y2;
! Inventory cost of process y3;
! Inventory cost of process y4;
! Inventory cost of process y5;
! Inventory cost of process y6;
! Inventory cost of process y7;
! Inventory cost of process y8;
! Inventory cost of process y9;
! Determine the total time in supply chain;
! The Lead time is MAX {component + transportation + subassembly + transportation + final
assembly + transportation} of all possible routes;
! Component A;
! Possible routes are: y12-y8-y5-y1/ y12-y8-y2/ y12-y3-y1/ y12-y6-y1;
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! y12-y8-y5-y1;
(PT1201*x1201+PT1202*x1202+PT1203*x1203)*y12+
(d1001*x0801+d1002*x0802+d1003*x0803+d1015*x0804)*x1201+
(d1101*x0801+d1102*x0802+d1103*x0803+d1115*x0804)*x1202+
(d1801*x0801+d1802*x0802+d1803*x0803+d1815*x0804)*x1203+
(PT0801*x0801+PT0802*x0802+PT0803*x0803+PT0804*x0804)*y8+
(d0101*x0501+d0102*x0502+d0103*x0503+d0117*x0504)*x0801+
(d0201*x0501+d0202*x0502+d0203*x0503+d0217*x0504)*x0802+
(d0301*x0501+d0302*x0502+d0303*x0503+d0317*x0504)*x0803+
(d1501*x0501+d1502*x0502+d1503*x0503+d1517*x0504)*x0804+
(PT0501*x0501+PT0502*x0502+PT0503*x0503+PT0504*x0504)*y5+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0501+
(d0201*x0101+d0204*x0102+d0217*x0103)*x0502+
(d0301*x0101+d0304*x0102+d0317*x0103)*x0503+
(d1701*x0101+d1704*x0102+d1717*x0103)*x0504+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADA1 =0;
! y12-y8-y2;
(PT1201*x1201+PT1202*x1202+PT1203*x1203)*y12+
(d1001*x0801+d1002*x0802+d1003*x0803+d1015*x0804)*x1201+
(d1101*x0801+d1102*x0802+d1103*x0803+d1115*x0804)*x1202+
(d1801*x0801+d1802*x0802+d1803*x0803+d1815*x0804)*x1203+
(PT0801*x0801+PT0802*x0802+PT0803*x0803+PT0804*x0804)*y8+
(d0101*x0201+d0104*x0202+d0117*x0203)*x0801+
(d0201*x0201+d0204*x0202+d0217*x0203)*x0802+
(d0301*x0201+d0304*x0202+d0317*x0203)*x0803+
(d1501*x0201+d1504*x0202+d1517*x0203)*x0804+
(PT0201*x0201+PT0202*x0202+PT0203*x0203)*y2+
(d0101*x0201+d0401*x0202+d1701*x0203)- LEADA2 =0;
! y12-y3-y1;
(PT1201*x1201+PT1202*x1202+PT1203*x1203)*y12+
(d1001*x0301+d1002*x0302+d1003*x0303+d1017*x0304)*x1201+
(d1101*x0301+d1102*x0302+d1103*x0303+d1117*x0304)*x1202+
(d1801*x0301+d1802*x0302+d1803*x0303+d1817*x0304)*x1203+
(PT0301*x0301+PT0302*x0302+PT0303*x0303+PT0304*x0304)*y3+
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(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0301+
(d0201*x0101+d0204*x0102+d0217*x0103)*x0302+
(d0301*x0101+d0304*x0102+d0317*x0103)*x0303+
(d1701*x0101+d1704*x0102+d1717*x0103)*x0304+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADA3 =0;
! y12-y6-y1;
(PT1201*x1201+PT1202*x1202+PT1203*x1203)*y12+
(d1001*x0601+d1002*x0602+d1003*x0603+d1017*x0604)*x1201+
(d1101*x0601+d1102*x0602+d1103*x0603+d1117*x0604)*x1202+
(d1801*x0601+d1802*x0602+d1803*x0603+d1817*x0604)*x1203+
(PT0601*x0601+PT0602*x0602+PT0603*x0603+PT0604*x0604)*y6+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0301+
(d0201*x0101+d0204*x0102+d0217*x0103)*x0302+
(d0301*x0101+d0304*x0102+d0317*x0103)*x0303+
(d1701*x0101+d1704*x0102+d1717*x0103)*x0304+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADA4 =0;
L_MAX- LEADA1> 0;
L_MAX- LEADA2> 0;
L_MAX- LEADA3> 0;
L_MAX- LEADA4> 0;
LEADA11=@IF(y12 + y8 + y5+y1 #GT# 3.5, LEADA1, 0);
LEADA21=@IF(y12 + y8 + y2 #GT# 2.5, LEADA2, 0);
LEADA31=@IF(y12 + y3 + y1 #GT# 2.5, LEADA3, 0);
LEADA41=@IF(y12 + y6 + y1 #GT# 2.5, LEADA4, 0);
! Component B;
! Possible routes are: y13-y9-y6-y1 / y13-y8-y5-y1/ y13-y3-y1/y13-y8-y2;
! y13-y9-y6-y1;
(PT1301*x1301+PT1302*x1302+PT1303*x1303+PT1304*x1304)*y13+
(d0101*x0901+d0102*x0902+d0103*x0903+d0117*x0904)*x1301+
(d0201*x0901+d0202*x0902+d0203*x0903+d0217*x0904)*x1302+
(d1501*x0901+d1502*x0902+d1503*x0903+d1517*x0904)*x1303+
(d1701*x0901+d1702*x0902+d1703*x0903+d1717*x0904)*x1304+
(PT0901*x0901+PT0902*x0902+PT0903*x0903+PT0904*x0904)*y9+
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(d0101*x0601+d0102*x0602+d0103*x0603+d0117*x0604)*x0901+
(d0201*x0601+d0202*x0602+d0203*x0603+d0217*x0604)*x0902+
(d0301*x0601+d0302*x0602+d0303*x0603+d0317*x0604)*x0903+
(d1501*x0601+d1502*x0602+d1503*x0603+d1517*x0604)*x0904+
(PT0601*x0601+PT0602*x0602+PT0603*x0603+PT0604*x0604)*y6+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0601+
(d0201*x0101+d0204*x0102+d0217*x0103)*x0602+
(d0301*x0101+d0304*x0102+d0317*x0103)*x0603+
(d1701*x0101+d1704*x0102+d1717*d0103)*x0604+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADB1 =0;
! y13-y8-y5-y1;
(PT1301*x1301+PT1302*x1302+PT1303*x1303+PT1304*x1304)*y13+
(d0101*x0801+d0102*x0802+d0103*x0803+d0115*x0804)*x1301+
(d0201*x0801+d0202*x0802+d0203*x0803+d0215*x0804)*x1302+
(d1501*x0801+d1502*x0802+d1503*x0803+d1515*x0804)*x1303+
(d1701*x0801+d1702*x0802+d1703*x0803+d1715*x0804)*x1304+
(PT0801*x0801+PT0802*x0802+PT0803*x0803+PT0804*x0804)*y8+
(d0101*x0501+d0102*x0502+d0103*x0503+d0117*x0504)*x0801+
(d0201*x0501+d0202*x0502+d0203*x0503+d0217*x0504)*x0802+
(d0301*x0501+d0302*x0502+d0303*x0503+d0317*x0504)*x0803+
(d1501*x0501+d1502*x0502+d1503*x0503+d1517*x0504)*x0804+
(PT0501*x0501+PT0502*x0502+PT0503*x0503+PT0504*x0504)*y5+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0501+
(d0201*x0101+d0204*x0102+d0217*x0103)*x0502+
(d0301*x0101+d0304*x0102+d0317*x0103)*x0503+
(d1701*x0101+d1704*x0102+d1717*x0103)*x0504+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADB2 =0;
! y13-y3-y1;
( PT1301*x1301+PT1302*x1302+PT1303*x1303+PT1304*x1304 )*y13+
(d0101*x0301+d0102*x0302+d0103*x0303+d0117*x0304)*x1301+
(d0201*x0301+d0202*x0302+d0203*x0303+d0217*x0304)*x1302+
(d1501*x0301+d1502*x0302+d1503*x0303+d1517*x0304)*x1303+
(d1701*x0301+d1702*x0302+d1703*x0303+d1717*x0304)*x1304+
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(PT0301*x0301 + PT0302*x0302 + PT0303*x0303 + PT0304*x0304)*y3+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0301+
(d0201*x0101+d0204*x0102+d0217*x0103)*x0302+
(d0301*x0101+d0304*x0102+d0317*x0103)*x0303+
(d1701*x0101+d1704*x0102+d1717*x0103)*x0304+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADB3 =0;
! y13-y8-y2;
(PT1301*x1301+PT1302*x1302+PT1303*x1303+PT1304*x1304 )*y13+
(d0101*x0801+d0102*x0802+d0103*x0803+d0115*x0804)*x1301+
(d0201*x0801+d0202*x0802+d0203*x0803+d0215*x0804)*x1302+
(d1501*x0801+d1502*x0802+d1503*x0803+d1515*x0804)*x1303+
(d1701*x0801+d1702*x0802+d1703*x0803+d1715*x0804)*x1304+
(PT0801*x0801+PT0802*x0802+PT0803*x0803+PT0804*x0804)*y8+
(d0101*x0201+d0104*x0202+d0117*x0203)*x0801+
(d0201*x0201+d0204*x0202+d0217*x0203)*x0802+
(d0301*x0201+d0304*x0202+d0317*x0203)*x0803+
(d1501*x0201+d1505*x0202+d1527*x0203)*x0804+
(PT0201*x0201+PT0202*x0202+PT0203*x0203)*y2+
(d0101*x0201+d0401*x0202+d1701*x0203)- LEADB4 =0;
L_MAX- LEADB1>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADB2>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADB3>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADB4>= 0;
LEADB11=@IF(y13 + y9 + y6+y1 #GT# 3.5, LEADB1, 0);
LEADB21=@IF(y13 + y8 + y5+y1 #GT# 3.5, LEADB2, 0);
LEADB31=@IF(y13 + y3 + y1 #GT#2.5 , LEADB3, 0);
LEADB41=@IF(y13 + y8 + y2 #GT# 2.5, LEADB4, 0);
! Component C;
! Possible routes are: y14-y9-y6-y1/ y14-y10-y2/ y14-y5-y1/ y14-y3-y1;
! y14-y9-y6-y1;
(PT1401*x1401+PT1402*x1402+PT1403*x1403+PT1404*x1404+PT1405*x1405)*y14+
(d0101*x0901+d0102*x0902+d0103*x0903+d0117*x0904)*x1401+
(d0201*x0901+d0202*x0902+d0203*x0903+d0217*x0904)*x1402+
(d0301*x0901+d0302*x0902+d0303*x0903+d0317*x0904)*x1403+
(d0601*x0901+d0602*x0902+d0603*x0903+d0617*x0904)*x1404+
(d1701*x0901+d1702*x0902+d1703*x0903+d1717*x0904)*x1405+
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(PT0901*x0901+PT0902*x0902+PT0903*x0903+PT0904*x0904)*y9+
(d0101*x0601+d0102*x0602+d0103*x0603+d0117*x0604)*x0901+
(d0201*x0601+d0202*x0602+d0203*x0603+d0217*x0604)*x0902+
(d0301*x0601+d0302*x0602+d0303*x0603+d0317*x0604)*x0903+
(d1501*x0601+d1502*x0602+d1503*x0603+d1517*x0604)*x0904+
(PT0601*x0601+PT0602*x0602+PT0603*x0603+PT0604*x0604)*y6+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0601+
(d0201*x0101+d0204*x0102+d0217*x0103)*x0602+
(d0301*x0101+d0304*x0102+d0317*x0103)*x0603+
(d1701*x0101+d1704*x0102+d1717*x0103)*x0604+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADC1 =0;
! y14-y10-y2;
(PT1401*x1401+PT1402*x1402+PT1403*x1403+PT1404*x1404+PT1405*x1405)*y14+
(d0101*x1001+d0104*x1002+d0113*x1003+d0114*x1004)*x1401+
(d0201*x1001+d0204*x1002+d0213*x1003+d0214*x1004)*x1402+
(d0301*x1001+d0304*x1002+d0313*x1003+d0314*x1004)*x1403+
(d0601*x1001+d0604*x1002+d0613*x1003+d0614*x1004)*x1404+
(d1701*x0901+d1704*x0902+d1713*x0903+d1714*x0904)*x1405+
(PT1001*x1001+PT1002*x1002+PT1003*x1003+PT1004*x1004)*y10+
(d0101*x0201+d0104*x0202+d0117*x0203)*x1001+
(d0201*x0201+d0204*x0202+d0217*x0203)*x1002+
(d0301*x0201+d0304*x0202+d0317*x0203)*x1003+
(d1501*x0201+d1504*x0302+d1517*x0203)*x1004+
(PT0201*x0201+PT0202*x0202+PT0203*x0203)*y2+
(d0101*x0201+d0401*x0202+d1701*x0203)- LEADC2 =0;
! y14-y5-y1;
(PT1401*x1401+PT1402*x1402+PT1403*x1403+PT1404*x1404+PT1405*x1405)*y14+
(d0101*x0501+d0102*x0502+d0103*x0503+d0117*x0504)*x1401+
(d0201*x0501+d0202*x0502+d0203*x0503+d0217*x0504)*x1402+
(d0301*x0501+d0302*x0502+d0303*x0503+d0317*x0504)*x1403+
(d1601*x0501+d1602*x0502+d1603*x0503+d1617*x0504)*x1404+
(d1701*x0501+d1702*x0502+d1703*x0503+d1717*x0504)*x1405+
(PT0501*x0501+PT0502*x0502+PT0503*x0503+PT0504*x0504)*y5+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0501+
(d0201*x0101+d0204*x0102+d0217*x0103)*x0502+
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(d0301*x0101+d0304*x0102+d0317*x0103)*x0503+
(d1701*x0101+d1704*x0102+d1717*x0103)*x0504+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADC3 =0;
! y14-y3-y1;
(PT1401*x1401+PT1402*x1402+PT1403*x1403+PT1404*x1404+PT1405*x1405)*y14+
(d0101*x0301+d0102*x0302+d0103*x0303+d0117*x0304)*x1401+
(d0201*x0301+d0202*x0302+d0203*x0303+d0217*x0304)*x1402+
(d0301*x0301+d0302*x0302+d0303*x0303+d0317*x0304)*x1403+
(d1601*x0301+d1602*x0302+d1603*x0303+d1617*x0304)*x1404+
(d1701*x0301+d1702*x0302+d1703*x0303+d1717*x0304)*x1405+
(PT0301*x0301+PT0302*x0302+PT0303*x0303+PT0304*x0304)*y3+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0301+
(d0201*x0101+d0204*x0102+d0217*x0103)*x0302+
(d0301*x0101+d0304*x0102+d0317*x0103)*x0303+
(d1701*x0101+d1704*x0102+d1717*x0103)*x0304+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADC4 =0;

L_MAX- LEADC1>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADC2>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADC3>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADC4>= 0;
LEADC11=@IF(y14 + y9 + y6+y1 #GT# 3.5, LEADC1, 0);
LEADC21=@IF(y14 + y10 + y2 #GT# 2.5, LEADC2, 0);
LEADC31=@IF(y14 + y5 + y1 #GT# 2.5, LEADC3, 0);
LEADC41=@IF(y14 + y3 + y1 #GT# 2.5, LEADC4, 0);
! Component D;
! Possible routes are: y15-y10-y2/ y15-y7-y1/ y15-y4-y1;
! y15-y10-y2;
(PT1501*x1501+PT1502*x1502+PT1503*x1503+PT1504*x1504+PT1505*x1505)*y15+
(d0401*x1001+d0404*x1002+d0413*x1003+d0414*x1004)*x1501+
(d0801*x1001+d0804*x1002+d0813*x1003+d0814*x1004)*x1502+
(d1201*x1001+d1204*x1002+d1213*x1003+d1214*x1004)*x1503+
(d1301*x1001+d1304*x1002+d1313*x1003+d1314*x1004)*x1504+
(d1401*x1001+d1404*x1002+d1413*x1003+d1414*x1004)*x1505+
(PT1001*x1001+PT1002*x1002+PT1003*x1003+PT1004*x1004)*y10+
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(d0101*x0201+d0104*x0202+d0117*x0203)*x1001+
(d0201*x0201+d0204*x0202+d0217*x0203)*x1002+
(d0301*x0201+d0304*x0202+d0317*x0203)*x1003+
(d1501*x0201+d1504*x0202+d1517*x0203)*x1004+
(PT0201*x0201+PT0202*x0202+PT0203*x0203)*y2+
(d0101*x0201+d0401*x0202+d1701*x0203)- LEADD1 =0;
! y15-y7-y1;
(PT1501*x1501+PT1502*x1502+PT1503*x1503+PT1504*x1504+PT1505*x1505)*y15+
(d0401*x0701+d0404*x0702+d0412*x0703+d0413*x0704)*x1501+
(d0801*x0701+d0804*x0702+d0812*x0703+d0813*x0704)*x1502+
(d1201*x0701+d1204*x0702+d1212*x0703+d1213*x0704)*x1503+
(d1301*x0701+d1304*x0702+d1312*x0703+d1313*x0704)*x1504+
(d1401*x0701+d1404*x0702+d1412*x0703+d1413*x0704)*x1505+
(PT0701*x0701+PT0702*x0702+PT0703*x0703+PT0704*x0704)*y7+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0701+
(d0401*x0101+d0404*x0102+d0417*x0103)*x0702+
(d1201*x0101+d1204*x0102+d1217*x0103)*x0703+
(d1301*x0101+d1304*x0102+d1317*x0103)*x0704+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADD2=0;
! y15-y4-y1;
(PT1501*x1501+PT1502*x1502+PT1503*x1503+PT1504*x1504+PT1505*x1505)*y15+
(d0401*x0401+d0404*x0402+d0412*x0403+d0413*x0404)*x1501+
(d0801*x0401+d0804*x0402+d0812*x0403+d0813*x0404)*x1502+
(d1201*x0401+d1204*x0402+d1212*x0403+d1213*x0404)*x1503+
(d1301*x0401+d1304*x0402+d1312*x0403+d1313*x0404)*x1504+
(d1401*x0401+d1404*x0402+d1412*x0403+d1413*x0404)*x1505+
(PT0401*x0401+PT0402*x0402+PT0403*x0403+PT0404*x0404)*y4+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0401+
(d0401*x0101+d0404*x0102+d0417*x0103)*x0402+
(d1201*x0101+d1204*x0102+d1217*x0103)*x0403+
(d1301*x0101+d1304*x0102+d1317*x0103)*x0404+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADD3=0;
L_MAX- LEADD1>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADD2>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADD3>= 0;
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LEADD11=@IF(y15 + y7 +y1 #GT# 2.5, LEADD1, 0);
LEADD21=@IF(y15 + y10 + y2 #GT# 2.5, LEADD2, 0);
LEADD31=@IF(y15 + y4 + y1 #GT# 2.5, LEADD3, 0);
! Component E;
! Possible routes are: y16-y11-y7-y1/ y16-y11-y2/ y16-y4-y1;
! y16-y11-y7-y1;
(PT1601*x1601+PT1602*x1602+PT1603*x1603+PT1604*x1604)*y16+
(d0501*x1101+d0504*x1102+d0509*x1103+d0512*x1104)*x1601+
(d0701*x1101+d0704*x1102+d0709*x1103+d0712*x1104)*x1602+
(d0901*x1101+d0904*x1102+d0909*x1103+d0912*x1104)*x1603+
(d1201*x1101+d1204*x1102+d1209*x1103+d1212*x1104)*x1604+
(PT1101*x1101+PT1102*x1102+PT1103*x1103+PT1104*x1104)*y11+
(d0101*x0701+d0104*x0702+d0112*x0703+d0113*x0704)*x1101+
(d0401*x0701+d0404*x0702+d0412*x0703+d0413*x0704)*x1102+
(d0901*x0701+d0904*x0702+d0912*x0703+d0913*x0704)*x1103+
(d1201*x0701+d1204*x0702+d1212*x0703+d1213*x0704)*x1104+
(PT0701*x0701+PT0702*x0702+PT0703*x0703+PT0704*x0704)*y7+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0701+
(d0401*x0101+d0404*x0102+d0417*x0103)*x0702+
(d1201*x0101+d1204*x0102+d1217*x0103)*x0703+
(d1301*x0101+d1304*x0102+d1317*x0103)*x0704+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADE1=0;
! y16-y11-y2;
(PT1601*x1601+PT1602*x1602+PT1603*x1603+PT1604*x1604)*y16+
(d0501*x1101+d0504*x1102+d0509*x1103+d0512*x1104)*x1601+
(d0701*x1101+d0704*x1102+d0709*x1103+d0712*x1104)*x1602+
(d0901*x1101+d0904*x1102+d0909*x1103+d0912*x1104)*x1603+
(d1201*x1101+d1204*x1102+d1209*x1103+d1212*x1104)*x1604+
(PT1101*x1101+PT1102*x1102+PT1103*x1103+PT1104*x1104)*y11+
(d0101*x0201+d0104*x0202+d0117*x0203)*x1101+
(d0401*x0201+d0404*x0202+d0417*x0203)*x1102+
(d0901*x0201+d0904*x0202+d0917*x0203)*x1103+
(d1201*x0201+d1204*x0202+d1217*x0203)*x1104+
(PT0201*x0201+PT0202*x0202+PT0203*x0203)*y2+
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(d0101*x0201+d0401*x0202+d1701*x0203)- LEADE2 =0;
! y16-y4-y1;
(PT1601*x1601+PT1602*x1602+PT1603*x1603+PT1604*x1604)*y16+
(d0501*x0401+d0504*x0402+d0512*x0403+d0513*x0404)*x1601+
(d0701*x0401+d0704*x0402+d0712*x0403+d0713*x0404)*x1602+
(d0901*x0401+d0904*x0402+d0912*x0403+d0913*x0404)*x1603+
(d1201*x0401+d1204*x0402+d1212*x0403+d1213*x0404)*x1604+
(PT0401*x0401+PT0402*x0402+PT0403*x0403+PT0404*x0404)*y4+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0401+
(d0401*x0101+d0404*x0102+d0417*x0103)*x0402+
(d1201*x0101+d1204*x0102+d1217*x0103)*x0403+
(d1301*x0101+d1304*x0102+d1317*x0103)*x0404+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADE3=0;
L_MAX- LEADE1>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADE2>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADE3>= 0;
LEADE11=@IF(y16 + y11 + y7+y1 #GT# 3.5, LEADE1, 0);
LEADE21=@IF(y16 + y11 + y2 #GT# 2.5, LEADE2, 0);
LEADE31=@IF(y16 + y4 + y1 #GT# 2.5, LEADE3, 0);
! Component F;
! Possible routes are: y17-y11-y7-y1/ y17-y11-y2/ y17-y4-y1;
! y17-y11-y7-y1;
(PT1701*x1701+PT1702*x1702+PT1703*x1703)*y17+
(d1201*x1101+d1204*x1102+d1209*x1103+d1212*x1104)*x1701+
(d1301*x1101+d1304*x1102+d1309*x1103+d1312*x1104)*x1702+
(d1601*x1101+d1604*x1102+d1609*x1103+d1612*x1104)*x1703+
(PT1101*x1101+PT1102*x1102+PT1103*x1103+PT1104*x1104)*y11+
(d0101*x0701+d0104*x0702+d0112*x0703+d0113*x0704)*x1101+
(d0401*x0701+d0404*x0702+d0412*x0703+d0413*x0704)*x1102+
(d0901*x0701+d0904*x0702+d0912*x0703+d0913*x0704)*x1103+
(d1201*x0701+d1204*x0702+d1212*x0703+d1213*x0704)*x1104+
(PT0701*x0701+PT0702*x0702+PT0703*x0703+PT0704*x0704)*y7+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0701+
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(d0401*x0101+d0404*x0102+d0417*x0103)*x0702+
(d1201*x0101+d1204*x0102+d1217*x0103)*x0703+
(d1301*x0101+d1304*x0102+d1317*x0103)*x0704+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADF1=0;
!y17-y11-y2;
(PT1701*x1701+PT1702*x1702+PT1703*x1703)*y17+
(d1201*x1101+d1204*x1102+d1209*x1103+d1212*x1104)*x1701+
(d1301*x1101+d1304*x1102+d1309*x1103+d1312*x1104)*x1702+
(d1601*x1101+d1604*x1102+d1609*x1103+d1612*x1104)*x1703+
(PT1101*x1101+PT1102*x1102+PT1103*x1103+PT1104*x1104)*y11+
(d0101*x1101+d0104*x1102+d0112*x1103+d0113*x1104)*x1101+
(d0401*x1101+d0404*x1102+d0412*x1103+d0413*x1104)*x1102+
(d0901*x1101+d0904*x1102+d0912*x1103+d0913*x1104)*x1103+
(d1201*x1101+d1204*x1102+d1212*x1103+d1213*x1104)*x1104+
(d0101*x0201+d0104*x0202+d0117*x0203)*x1101+
(d0401*x0201+d0404*x0202+d0417*x0203)*x1102+
(d1201*x0201+d1204*x0202+d1217*x0203)*x1103+
(d1301*x0201+d1304*x0202+d1317*x0203)*x1104+
(PT0201*x0201+PT0202*x0202+PT0203*x0203)*y2+
(d0101*x0201+d0401*x0202+d1701*x0203)- LEADF2 =0;
! y17-y4-y1;
(PT1701*x1701+PT1702*x1702+PT1703*x1703)*y17+
(d1201*x0401+d1204*x0402+d1212*x0403+d1213*x0404)*x1701+
(d1301*x0401+d1304*x0402+d1312*x0403+d1313*x0404)*x1702+
(d1601*x0401+d1604*x0402+d1612*x0403+d1613*x0404)*x1703+
(PT0401*x0401+PT0402*x0402+PT0403*x0403+PT0404*x0404)*y4+
(d0101*x0101+d0104*x0102+d0117*x0103)*x0401+
(d0401*x0101+d0404*x0102+d0417*x0103)*x0402+
(d1201*x0101+d1204*x0102+d1217*x0103)*x0403+
(d1301*x0101+d1304*x0102+d1317*x0103)*x0404+
(PT0101*x0101+ PT0102 *x0102+ PT0103 *x0103)*y1+
(d0101*x0101+d0401*x0102+d1701*x0103)- LEADF3=0;
L_MAX- LEADF1>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADF2>= 0;
L_MAX- LEADF3>= 0;
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LEADF11=@IF(y1+y7 + y11 + y17 #GT# 3.5, LEADF1, 0);
LEADF21=@IF(y2 + y11 + y17 #GT# 2.5, LEADF2, 0);
LEADF31=@IF(y1 + y4 + y17 #GT# 2.5, LEADF3, 0);
! Cost of all Processes;
Op0101=21.6;
Op0201=21.6;
Op0301=31.6;
Op0501=31.6;
Op0601=31.6;
Op0102=36.06;
Op0202=36.06;
Op0302=16.2;
Op0502=16.2;
Op0602=16.2;
Op0103=12.19;
Op0203=12.19;
Op0303=17.16;
Op0503=17.16;
Op0603=17.16;
Op0304=14.6;
Op0504=14.6;
Op0604=14.6;
Op0401 =37.76;
Op0701 =37.76;
Op0402 =48.37;
Op0702 =48.37;
Op0403 =30.87;
Op0703=30.87;
Op0404 =31.56;
Op0704=31.56;
Op0801 =19.65;
Op0802 =6.65;
Op0803 =9.44;
Op0804 =8.48;
Op0901 = 11.74;
Op0902 = 6.03;
Op0903 = 6.03;
Op0904 = 7.23;
Op1001 =26.96;
Op1002 = 40.06;
Op1003 = 22.08;
Op1004 =17.91;
Op1101 = 20.7;
Op1102 = 29.88;
Op1103 = 17.39;
Op1104 = 20;
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Op1201 = 7.75;
Op1202 = 32.86;
Op1203 =6.15;
Op1301 = 320;
Op1302 = 290;
Op1303 = 380;
Op1304 = 278.6;
Op1401 = 120;
Op1402 = 53;
Op1403 = 22.66;
Op1404 = 93.45;
Op1405 = 90;
Op1501 = 82.04;
Op1502 = 33.70;
Op1503 = 8.44;
Op1504 = 56.76;
Op1505 =23;
Op1601 = 359.13;
Op1602 = 17.50;
Op1603 = 38.16;
Op1604 = 98.78;
Op1701 = 39.65;
Op1702 = 151.33;
Op1703 = 34;
! Manufacturing time of process;
PT0101= 2;
PT0201=2;
PT0301=2;
PT0501=2;
PT0601=2;
PT0102=3.5;
PT0202=3.5;
PT0302=3;
PT0502=3;
PT0602=3;
PT0103=3;
PT0203=3;
PT0303=2.5;
PT0503=2.5;
PT0603=2.5;
PT0304=3.2;
PT0504=3.2;
PT0604=3.2;
PT0401 =2.2;
PT0701 =2.2;
PT0402 =3.9;
PT0702 = 3.9;
PT0403 =3.5;
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PT0703=3.5;
PT0404 =3.2;
PT0704=3.2;
PT0801 =.5;
PT0802 =.8;
PT0803 =.7;
PT0804 =1.2;
PT0901 = .3;
PT0902 = .5;
PT0903 = .4;
PT0904 = .5;
PT1001 =1.2;
PT1002 = 2.5;
PT1003 = 2.1;
PT1004 =3;
PT1101 = 1.5;
PT1102 = 2.5;
PT1103 = 2.1;
PT1104 = 3;
PT1201 = 45;
PT1202 = 40;
PT1203 =45;
PT1301 = 30;
PT1302 = 45;
PT1303 = 45;
PT1304 = 35;
PT1401 = 15;
PT1402 = 10;
PT1403 = 15;
PT1404 = 8;
PT1405 = 12;
PT1501 = 40;
PT1502 = 60;
PT1503 = 40;
PT1504 = 60;
PT1505 = 45;
PT1601 = 45;
PT1602 = 45;
PT1603 = 40;
PT1604 = 85;
PT1701 = 50;
PT1702 = 80;
PT1703 = 45;
! Transportation cost TRAN ( in process, in supplier, out process, out suppler) ;
! Transportation cost of Component A (process 12);
TRAN12010801=0.998;
TRAN12010802=0.2;
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TRAN12010803=0.2;
TRAN12010804=0.2;
TRAN12020801=3.749;
TRAN12020802=3.749;
TRAN12020803=3.749;
TRAN12020804=3.749;
TRAN12030801=0.994;
TRAN12030802=0.2;
TRAN12030803=0.2;
TRAN12030804=0.2;
TRAN12010301=0.998;
TRAN12010501=0.998;
TRAN12010601=0.998;
TRAN12010302=0.2;
TRAN12010502=0.2;
TRAN12010602=0.2;
TRAN12010303=0.2;
TRAN12010503=0.2;
TRAN12010603=0.2;
TRAN12010304=0.2;
TRAN12010504=0.2;
TRAN12010604=0.2;
TRAN12020301=3.749;
TRAN12020501=3.749;
TRAN12020601=3.749;
TRAN12020302=3.749;
TRAN12020502=3.749;
TRAN12020602=3.749;
TRAN12020303=3.749;
TRAN12020503=3.749;
TRAN12020603=3.749;
TRAN12020304=3.749;
TRAN12020504=3.749;
TRAN12020604=3.749;
TRAN12030301=0.994;
TRAN12030501=0.994;
TRAN12030601=0.994;
TRAN12030302=0.2;
TRAN12030502=0.2;
TRAN12030602=0.2;
TRAN12030303=0.2;
TRAN12030503=0.2;
TRAN12030603=0.2;
TRAN12030304=0.2;
TRAN12030504=0.2;
TRAN12030604=0.2;
! Transportation cost of Component B (process 13);
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TRAN13010801=0;
TRAN13010802=24.96;
TRAN13010803=25;
TRAN13010804=29.966;
TRAN13020801=24.96;
TRAN13020802=0;
TRAN13020803=5;
TRAN13020804=5;
TRAN13030801=29.966;
TRAN13030802=6;
TRAN13030803=6;
TRAN13030804=0;
TRAN13040801=16.56;
TRAN13040802=3.3;
TRAN13040803=3.3;
TRAN13040804=3.3;
TRAN13010901=0;
TRAN13010902=24.96;
TRAN13010903=25;
TRAN13010904=16.56;
TRAN13020901=24.96;
TRAN13020902=0;
TRAN13020903=5;
TRAN13020904=5;
TRAN13030901=29.966;
TRAN13030902=6;
TRAN13030903=6;
TRAN13030904=6;
TRAN13040901=16.56;
TRAN13040902=3.3;
TRAN13040903=3.3;
TRAN13040904=0;
TRAN13010301=0;
TRAN13010501=0;
TRAN13010601=0;
TRAN13010302=24.96;
TRAN13010502=24.96;
TRAN13010602=24.96;
TRAN13010303=25;
TRAN13010503=25;
TRAN13010603=25;
TRAN13010304=16.56;
TRAN13010504=16.56;
TRAN13010604=16.56;
TRAN13020301=24.96;
TRAN13020501=24.96;
TRAN13020601=24.96;
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TRAN13020302=0;
TRAN13020502=0;
TRAN13020602=0;
TRAN13020303=5;
TRAN13020503=5;
TRAN13020603=5;
TRAN13020304=5;
TRAN13020504=5;
TRAN13020604=5;
TRAN13030301=29.966;
TRAN13030501=29.966;
TRAN13030601=29.966;
TRAN13030302=6;
TRAN13030502=6;
TRAN13030602=6;
TRAN13030303=6;
TRAN13030503=6;
TRAN13030603=6;
TRAN13030304=6;
TRAN13030504=6;
TRAN13030604=6;
TRAN13040301=16.56;
TRAN13040501=16.56;
TRAN13040601=16.56;
TRAN13040302=3.3;
TRAN13040502=3.3;
TRAN13040602=3.3;
TRAN13040303=3.3;
TRAN13040503=3.3;
TRAN13040603=3.3;
TRAN13040304=0;
TRAN13040504=0;
TRAN13040604=0;
! Transportation cost of Component C (process 14);
TRAN14010901=0;
TRAN14010902=1.026;
TRAN14010903=1.026;
TRAN14010904=1.026;
TRAN14020901=1.026;
TRAN14020902=0;
TRAN14020903=0.2;
TRAN14020904=0.2;
TRAN14030901=1.026;
TRAN14030902=0.2;
TRAN14030903=0;
TRAN14030904=.31;
TRAN14040901=7.643;
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TRAN14040902=1.53;
TRAN14040903=1.53;
TRAN14040904=1.53;
TRAN14050901=.314;
TRAN14050902=0.06;
TRAN14050903=0.06;
TRAN14050904=0;
TRAN14011001=0;
TRAN14011002=1.026;
TRAN14011003=.2;
TRAN14011004=1.026;
TRAN14021001=1.026;
TRAN14021002=1.026;
TRAN14021003=1.026;
TRAN14021004=.2;
TRAN14031001=1.026;
TRAN14031002=1.026;
TRAN14031003=1.026;
TRAN14031004=0.2;
TRAN14041001=7.643;
TRAN14041002=7.643;
TRAN14041003=7.643;
TRAN14041004=1.53;
TRAN14051001=.314;
TRAN14051002=.06;
TRAN14051003=.314;
TRAN14051004=0.06;
TRAN14010301=0;
TRAN14010501=0;
TRAN14010601=0;
TRAN14010302=1.026;
TRAN14010502=1.026;
TRAN14010602=1.026;
TRAN14010303=1.026;
TRAN14010503=1.026;
TRAN14010603=1.026;
TRAN14010304=1.026;
TRAN14010504=1.026;
TRAN14010604=1.026;
TRAN14020301=1.026;
TRAN14020501=1.026;
TRAN14020601=1.026;
TRAN14020302=0;
TRAN14020502=0;
TRAN14020602=0;
TRAN14020303=.2;
TRAN14020503=.2;
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TRAN14020603=.2;
TRAN14020304=.2;
TRAN14020504=.2;
TRAN14020604=.2;
TRAN14030301=1.026;
TRAN14030501=1.026;
TRAN14030601=1.026;
TRAN14030302=.2;
TRAN14030502=.2;
TRAN14030602=.2;
TRAN14030303=0;
TRAN14030503=0;
TRAN14030603=0;
TRAN14030304=.2;
TRAN14030504=.2;
TRAN14030604=.2;
TRAN14040301=7.643;
TRAN14040501=7.643;
TRAN14040601=7.643;
TRAN14040302=1.53;
TRAN14040502=1.53;
TRAN14040602=1.53;
TRAN14040303=1.53;
TRAN14040503=1.53;
TRAN14040603=1.53;
TRAN14040304=1.53;
TRAN14040504=1.53;
TRAN14040604=1.53;
TRAN14050301=.314;
TRAN14050501=.314;
TRAN14050601=.314;
TRAN14050302=.06;
TRAN14050502=.06;
TRAN14050602=.06;
TRAN14050303=.06;
TRAN14050503=.06;
TRAN14050603=.06;
TRAN14050304=0;
TRAN14050504=0;
TRAN14050604=0;
! Transportation cost of Component D (process 15);
TRAN15011001=0.943;
TRAN15011002=0;
TRAN15011003=0.943;
TRAN15011004=0.943;
TRAN15021001=3.646;
TRAN15021002=10.94;
TRAN15021003=3.646;
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TRAN15021004=10.94;
TRAN15031001=.17;
TRAN15031002=.17;
TRAN15031003=.17;
TRAN15031004=0.057;
TRAN15041001=.352;
TRAN15041002=1.056;
TRAN15041003=0;
TRAN15041004=1.056;
TRAN15051001=.306;
TRAN15051002=.306;
TRAN15051003=.306;
TRAN15051004=0;
TRAN15010401=0.943;
TRAN15010701=0.943;
TRAN15010402=0;
TRAN15010702=0;
TRAN15010403=0.943;
TRAN15010703=0.943;
TRAN15010404=0.943;
TRAN15010704=0.943;
TRAN15020401=3.646;
TRAN15020701=3.646;
TRAN15020402=10.94;
TRAN15020702=10.94;
TRAN15020403=10.94;
TRAN15020703=10.94;
TRAN15020404=3.646;
TRAN15020704=3.646;
TRAN15030401=0.17;
TRAN15030701=.17;
TRAN15030402=0.17;
TRAN15030702=.17;
TRAN15030403=0;
TRAN15030703=0;
TRAN15030404=0.17;
TRAN15030704=0.17;
TRAN15040401=.352;
TRAN15040701=.352;
TRAN15040402=1.056;
TRAN15040702=1.056;
TRAN15040403=0.352;
TRAN15040703=0.352;
TRAN15040404=0;
TRAN15040704=0;
TRAN15050401=.306;
TRAN15050701=.306;
TRAN15050402=.306;
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TRAN15050702=.306;
TRAN15050403=.05;
TRAN15050703=.05;
TRAN15050404=.306;
TRAN15050704=.306;
! Transportation cost of Component E (process 16);
TRAN16011101=9.94;
TRAN16011102=9.94;
TRAN16011103=9.94;
TRAN16011104=1.68;
TRAN16021101=11.69;
TRAN16021102=11.69;
TRAN16021103=11.69;
TRAN16021104=1.89;
TRAN16031101=4.482;
TRAN16031102=.896;
TRAN16031103=0;
TRAN16031104=4.482;
TRAN16041101=11.86;
TRAN16041102=9.485;
TRAN16041103=11.86;
TRAN16041104=0;
TRAN16010401=9.94;
TRAN16010701=9.94;
TRAN16010402=9.94;
TRAN16010702=9.94;
TRAN16010403=1.68;
TRAN16010703=1.68;
TRAN16010404=9.94;
TRAN16010704=9.94;
TRAN16020401=11.69;
TRAN16020701=11.69;
TRAN16020402=11.69;
TRAN16020702=11.69;
TRAN16020403=1.89;
TRAN16020703=1.89;
TRAN16020404=11.69;
TRAN16020704=11.69;
TRAN16030401=4.482;
TRAN16030701=4.482;
TRAN16030402=.896;
TRAN16030702=.896;
TRAN16030403=4.482;
TRAN16030703=4.482;
TRAN16030404=4.482;
TRAN16030704=4.482;
TRAN16040401=11.86;
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TRAN16040701=11.86;
TRAN16040402=9.485;
TRAN16040702=9.485;
TRAN16040403=0;
TRAN16040703=0;
TRAN16040404=2.371;
TRAN16040704=2.371;
! Transportation cost of Component F (process 17);
TRAN17011101=1.285;
TRAN17011102=1.285;
TRAN17011103=1.285;
TRAN17011104=0;
TRAN17021101=.755;
TRAN17021102=3.775;
TRAN17021103=3.775;
TRAN17021104=3.775;
TRAN17031101=1.125;
TRAN17031102=1.125;
TRAN17031103=1.125;
TRAN17031104=.375;
TRAN17010401=1.285;
TRAN17010701=1.285;
TRAN17010402=1.285;
TRAN17010702=1.285;
TRAN17010403=0;
TRAN17010703=0;
TRAN17010404=1.285;
TRAN17010704=1.285;
TRAN17020401=.755;
TRAN17020701=.755;
TRAN17020402=3.775;
TRAN17020702=3.775;
TRAN17020403=3.775;
TRAN17020703=3.775;
TRAN17020404=0;
TRAN17020704=0;
TRAN17030401=1.125;
TRAN17030701=1.125;
TRAN17030402=1.125;
TRAN17030702=1.125;
TRAN17030403=.375;
TRAN17030703=.375;
TRAN17030404=1.125;
TRAN17030704=1.125;
! Transportation cost of Component AB (process 8);
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TRAN08010101=0;
TRAN08010102=12;
TRAN08010103=16;
TRAN08010201=0;
TRAN08010202=12;
TRAN08010203=16;
TRAN08020101=25.5;
TRAN08020102=30;
TRAN08020103=1;
TRAN08020201=25.5;
TRAN08020202=30;
TRAN08020203=1;
TRAN08030101=25.5;
TRAN08030102=30;
TRAN08030103=2;
TRAN08030201=25.5;
TRAN08030202=30;
TRAN08030203=2;
TRAN08040101=30.5;
TRAN08040102=32;
TRAN08040103=2;
TRAN08040201=30.5;
TRAN08040202=30;
TRAN08040203=2;
TRAN08010301=0;
TRAN08010501=0;
TRAN08010601=0;
TRAN08010302=25.5;
TRAN08010502=25.5;
TRAN08010602=25.5;
TRAN08010303=25.5;
TRAN08010503=25.5;
TRAN08010603=25.5;
TRAN08010304=25.5;
TRAN08010504=25.5;
TRAN08010604=25.5;
TRAN08020301=25.5;
TRAN08020501=25.5;
TRAN08020601=25.5;
TRAN08020302=0;
TRAN08020502=0;
TRAN08020602=0;
TRAN08020303=5.1;
TRAN08020503=5.1;
TRAN08020603=5.1;
TRAN08020304=5.1;
TRAN08020504=5.1;
TRAN08020604=5.1;
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TRAN08030301=25.5;
TRAN08030501=25.5;
TRAN08030601=25.5;
TRAN08030302=5.1;
TRAN08030502=5.1;
TRAN08030602=5.1;
TRAN08030303=0;
TRAN08030503=0;
TRAN08030603=0;
TRAN08030304=5.1;
TRAN08030504=5.1;
TRAN08030604=5.1;
TRAN08040301=30.5;
TRAN08040501=30.5;
TRAN08040601=30.5;
TRAN08040302=6.1;
TRAN08040502=6.1;
TRAN08040602=6.1;
TRAN08040303=6.1;
TRAN08040503=6.1;
TRAN08040603=6.1;
TRAN08040304=6.1;
TRAN08040504=6.1;
TRAN08040604=6.1;
! Transportation cost of Component BC (process 9);
TRAN09010301=0;
TRAN09010501=0;
TRAN09010601=0;
TRAN09010302=25.8;
TRAN09010502=25.8;
TRAN09010602=25.8;
TRAN09010303=25.8;
TRAN09010503=25.8;
TRAN09010603=25.8;
TRAN09010304=25.8;
TRAN09010504=25.8;
TRAN09010604=25.8;
TRAN09020301=25.8;
TRAN09020501=25.8;
TRAN09020601=25.8;
TRAN09020302=0;
TRAN09020502=0;
TRAN09020602=0;
TRAN09020303=5.16;
TRAN09020503=5.16;
TRAN09020603=5.16;
TRAN09020304=5.16;
TRAN09020504=5.16;
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TRAN09020604=5.16;
TRAN09030301=25.8;
TRAN09030501=25.8;
TRAN09030601=25.8;
TRAN09030302=5.16;
TRAN09030502=5.16;
TRAN09030602=5.16;
TRAN09030303=0;
TRAN09030503=0;
TRAN09030603=0;
TRAN09030304=5.16;
TRAN09030504=5.16;
TRAN09030604=5.16;
TRAN09040301=16.8;
TRAN09040501=16.8;
TRAN09040601=16.8;
TRAN09040302=3.36;
TRAN09040502=3.36;
TRAN09040602=3.36;
TRAN09040303=3.36;
TRAN09040503=3.36;
TRAN09040603=3.36;
TRAN09040304=3.36;
TRAN09040504=3.36;
TRAN09040604=3.36;
! Transportation cost of Component CD (process 10);
TRAN10010101=0;
TRAN10010102=1.6;
TRAN10010103=1.48;
TRAN10010201=0;
TRAN10010202=1.6;
TRAN10010203=1.48;
TRAN10020101=1.6;
TRAN10020102=0;
TRAN10020103=12;
TRAN10020201=1.6;
TRAN10020202=0;
TRAN10020203=2;
TRAN10030101=1.8;
TRAN10030102=1.6;
TRAN10030103=1.6;
TRAN10030201=1.8;
TRAN10030202=1.6;
TRAN10030203=1.6;
TRAN10040101=1.48;
TRAN10040102=2;
TRAN10040103=0.2;
TRAN10040201=1.48;
TRAN10040202=2;
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TRAN10040203=0.2;
! Transportation cost of Component EF (process 11);
TRAN11010101=0;
TRAN11010102=5.4;
TRAN11010103=8;
TRAN11010201=0;
TRAN11010202=5.4;
TRAN11010203=8;
TRAN11020101=5.4;
TRAN11020102=0;
TRAN11020103=9.4;
TRAN11020201=5.4;
TRAN11020202=0;
TRAN11020203=9.4;
TRAN11030101=5.4;
TRAN11030102=2;
TRAN11030103=10;
TRAN11030201=5.4;
TRAN11030202=2;
TRAN11030203=10;
TRAN11040101=12.6;
TRAN11040102=10;
TRAN11040103=2;
TRAN11040201=12.6;
TRAN11040202=10;
TRAN11040203=2;
TRAN11010401=0;
TRAN11010701=0;
TRAN11010402=5.4;
TRAN11010702=5.4;
TRAN11010403=12.6;
TRAN11010703=12.6;
TRAN11010404=4.2;
TRAN11010704=4.2;
TRAN11020401=5.4;
TRAN11020701=5.4;
TRAN11020402=0;
TRAN11020702=0;
TRAN11020403=5.4;
TRAN11020703=5.4;
TRAN11020404=5.4;
TRAN11020704=5.4;
TRAN11030401=12.6;
TRAN11030701=12.6;
TRAN11030402=12.6;
TRAN11030702=12.6;
TRAN11030403=0;
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TRAN11030703=0;
TRAN11030404=12.6;
TRAN11030704=12.6;
TRAN11040401=12.6;
TRAN11040701=12.6;
TRAN11040402=12.6;
TRAN11040702=12.6;
TRAN11040403=0;
TRAN11040703=0;
TRAN11040404=12.6;
TRAN11040704=12.6;
! Transportation cost of Component ABC (process 3,5,6);
TRAN03010101=0;
TRAN03010102=12.5;
TRAN03010103=17.5;
TRAN03010201=0;
TRAN03010202=12.5;
TRAN03010203=17.5;
TRAN03020101=26;
TRAN03020102=30.5;
TRAN03020103=1.5;
TRAN03020201=26;
TRAN03020202=30.5;
TRAN03020203=1.5;
TRAN03030101=26;
TRAN03030102=30.5;
TRAN03030103=2.5;
TRAN03030201=26;
TRAN03030202=30.5;
TRAN03030203=2.5;
TRAN03040101=17.5;
TRAN03040102=25.5;
TRAN03040103=0;
TRAN03040201=17.5;
TRAN03040202=25.5;
TRAN03040203=0;
TRAN05010101=0;
TRAN05010102=12.5;
TRAN05010103=17.5;
TRAN05010201=0;
TRAN05010202=12.5;
TRAN05010203=17.5;
TRAN05020101=26;
TRAN05020102=30.5;
TRAN05020103=1.5;
TRAN05020201=26;
TRAN05020202=30.5;
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TRAN05020203=1.5;
TRAN05030101=26;
TRAN05030102=30.5;
TRAN05030103=2.5;
TRAN05030201=26;
TRAN05030202=30.5;
TRAN05030203=2.5;
TRAN05040101=17.5;
TRAN05040102=25.5;
TRAN05040103=0;
TRAN05040201=17.5;
TRAN05040202=25.5;
TRAN05040203=0;
TRAN06010101=0;
TRAN06010102=12.5;
TRAN06010103=17.5;
TRAN06010201=0;
TRAN06010202=12.5;
TRAN06010203=17.5;
TRAN06020101=26;
TRAN06020102=30.5;
TRAN06020103=1.5;
TRAN06020201=26;
TRAN06020202=30.5;
TRAN06020203=1.5;
TRAN06030101=26;
TRAN06030102=30.5;
TRAN06030103=2.5;
TRAN06030201=26;
TRAN06030202=30.5;
TRAN06030203=2.5;
TRAN06040101=17.5;
TRAN06040102=25.5;
TRAN06040103=0;
TRAN06040201=17.5;
TRAN06040202=25.5;
TRAN06040203=0;
! Transportation cost of Component DEF (process 4,7);
TRAN04010101=0;
TRAN04010102=6;
TRAN04010103=8.5;
TRAN04010201=0;
TRAN04010202=6;
TRAN04010203=8.5;
TRAN04020101=6;
TRAN04020102=0;
TRAN04020103=10;
TRAN04020201=6;
TRAN04020202=0;
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TRAN04020203=10;
TRAN04030101=12.86;
TRAN04030102=10.5;
TRAN04030103=2.4;
TRAN04030201=12.86;
TRAN04030202=10.5;
TRAN04030203=2.4;
TRAN04040101=5.542;
TRAN04040102=6;
TRAN04040103=9;
TRAN04040201=5.542;
TRAN04040202=6;
TRAN04040203=9;
TRAN07010101=0;
TRAN07010102=6;
TRAN07010103=8.5;
TRAN07010201=0;
TRAN07010202=6;
TRAN07010203=8.5;
TRAN07020101=6;
TRAN07020102=0;
TRAN07020103=10;
TRAN07020201=6;
TRAN07020202=0;
TRAN07020203=10;
TRAN07030101=12.86;
TRAN07030102=10.5;
TRAN07030103=2.4;
TRAN07030201=12.86;
TRAN07030202=10.5;
TRAN07030203=2.4;
TRAN07040101=5.542;
TRAN07040102=6;
TRAN07040103=9;
TRAN07040201=5.542;
TRAN07040202=6;
TRAN07040203=9;
! Transportation cost of ABCDEF (process 1,2 to market USA);
TRAN010112=0;
TRAN010212=300;
TRAN010312=316;
TRAN020112=0;
TRAN020212=300;
TRAN020312=316;
! Transportation time;
d0101=0;
d0102=40;
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d0103=40;
d0104=35;
d0105=40;
d0106=40;
d0107=40;
d0108=3;
d0109=30;
d0110=40;
d0111=35;
d0112=35;
d0113=3;
d0114=40;
d0115=40;
d0116=40;
d0117=40;
d0118=40;
d0201- d0102=0;
d0202=0;
d0203=1;
d0204=35;
d0205=1;
d0206=1;
d0207=1;
d0208=40;
d0209=35;
d0210=1;
d0211=30;
d0212=5;
d0213=40;
d0214=1;
d0215=1;
d0216=1;
d0217=1;
d0218=1;
d0301- d0103=0;
d0302- d0203=0;
d0303=0;
d0304=35;
d0305=1;
d0306=1;
d0307=1;
d0308=40;
d0309=35;
d0310=1;
d0311=30;
d0312=5;
d0313=40;
d0314=1;
d0315=1;
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d0316=1;
d0317=1;
d0318=1;
d0401-d0104=0;
d0402-d0204=0;
d0403-d0304=0;
d0404=0;
d0405=30;
d0406=30;
d0407=30;
d0408=35;
d0409=3;
d0410=30;
d0411=3;
d0412=35;
d0413=35;
d0414=30;
d0415=30;
d0416=30;
d0417=30;
d0418=30;
d0501-d0105=0;
d0502-d0205=0;
d0503-d0305=0;
d0504-d0405=0;
d0505=0;
d0506=1;
d0507=1;
d0508=40;
d0509=35;
d0510=1;
d0511=30;
d0512=5;
d0513=40;
d0514=1;
d0515=1;
d0516=1;
d0517=1;
d0518=1;
d0601-d0106=0;
d0602-d0206=0;
d0603-d0306=0;
d0604-d0406=0;
d0605-d0506=0;
d0606=0;
d0607=1;
d0608=40;
d0609=35;
d0610=1;
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d0611=30;
d0612=5;
d0613=40;
d0614=1;
d0615=1;
d0616=1;
d0617=1;
d0618=1;
d0701-d0107=0;
d0702-d0207=0;
d0703-d0307=0;
d0704-d0407=0;
d0705-d0507=0;
d0706-d0607=0;
d0707=0;
d0708=40;
d0709=35;
d0710=1;
d0711=30;
d0712=5;
d0713=40;
d0714=1;
d0715=1;
d0716=1;
d0717=1;
d0718=1;
d0801-d0108=0;
d0802-d0208=0;
d0803-d0308=0;
d0804-d0408=0;
d0805-d0508=0;
d0806-d0608=0;
d0807-d0708=0;
d0808=0;
d0809=3;
d0810=40;
d0811=35;
d0812=35;
d0813=3;
d0814=40;
d0815=40;
d0816=40;
d0817=40;
d0818=40;
d0901-d0109=0;
d0902-d0209=0;
d0903-d0309=0;
d0904-d0409=0;
d0905-d0509=0;
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d0906-d0609=0;
d0907-d0709=0;
d0908-d0809=0;
d0909=0;
d0910=35;
d0911=3;
d0912=40;
d0913=30;
d0914=35;
d0915=35;
d0916=35;
d0917=35;
d0918=35;
d1001-d0110=0;
d1002-d0210=0;
d1003-d0310=0;
d1004-d0410=0;
d1005-d0510=0;
d1006-d0610=0;
d1007-d0710=0;
d1008-d0810=0;
d1009-d0910=0;
d1010=0;
d1011=30;
d1012=5;
d1013=40;
d1014=1;
d1015=1;
d1016=1;
d1017=1;
d1018=1;
d1101-d0111=0;
d1102-d0211=0;
d1103-d0311=0;
d1104-d0411=0;
d1105-d0511=0;
d1106-d0611=0;
d1107-d0711=0;
d1108-d0811=0;
d1109-d0911=0;
d1110-d1011=0;
d1111=0;
d1112=35;
d1113=35;
d1114=30;
d1115=30;
d1116=30;
d1117=30;
d1118=30;
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d1201-d0112=0;
d1202-d0212=0;
d1203-d0312=0;
d1204-d0412=0;
d1205-d0512=0;
d1206-d0612=0;
d1207-d0712=0;
d1208-d0812=0;
d1209-d0912=0;
d1210-d1012=0;
d1211-d1112=0;
d1212=0;
d1213=35;
d1214=5;
d1215=5;
d1216=5;
d1217=5;
d1218=5;
d1301-d0113=0;
d1302-d0213=0;
d1303-d0313=0;
d1304-d0413=0;
d1305-d0513=0;
d1306-d0613=0;
d1307-d0713=0;
d1308-d0813=0;
d1309-d0913=0;
d1310-d1013=0;
d1311-d1113=0;
d1312-d1213=0;
d1313=0;
d1314=40;
d1315=40;
d1316=40;
d1317=40;
d1318=40;
d1401-d0114=0;
d1402-d0214=0;
d1403-d0314=0;
d1404-d0414=0;
d1405-d0514=0;
d1406-d0614=0;
d1407-d0714=0;
d1408-d0814=0;
d1409-d0914=0;
d1410-d1014=0;
d1411-d1114=0;
d1412-d1214=0;
d1413-d1314=0;
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d1414=0;
d1415=1;
d1416=1;
d1417=1;
d1418=1;
d1501-d0115=0;
d1502-d0215=0;
d1503-d0315=0;
d1504-d0415=0;
d1505-d0515=0;
d1506-d0615=0;
d1507-d0715=0;
d1508-d0815=0;
d1509-d0915=0;
d1510-d1015=0;
d1511-d1115=0;
d1512-d1215=0;
d1513-d1315=0;
d1514-d1415=0;
d1515=0;
d1516=1;
d1517=1;
d1518=1;
d1601-d0116=0;
d1602-d0216=0;
d1603-d0316=0;
d1604-d0416=0;
d1605-d0516=0;
d1606-d0616=0;
d1607-d0716=0;
d1608-d0816=0;
d1609-d0916=0;
d1610-d1016=0;
d1611-d1116=0;
d1612-d1216=0;
d1613-d1316=0;
d1614-d1416=0;
d1615-d1516=0;
d1616=0;
d1617=1;
d1618=1;
d1701-d0117=0;
d1702-d0217=0;
d1703-d0317=0;
d1704-d0417=0;
d1705-d0517=0;
d1706-d0617=0;
d1707-d0717=0;
d1708-d0817=0;
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d1709-d0917=0;
d1710-d1017=0;
d1711-d1117=0;
d1712-d1217=0;
d1713-d1317=0;
d1714-d1417=0;
d1715-d1517=0;
d1716-d1617=0;
d1717=0;
d1718=1;
d1801-d0118=0;
d1802-d0218=0;
d1803-d0318=0;
d1804-d0418=0;
d1805-d0518=0;
d1806-d0618=0;
d1807-d0718=0;
d1808-d0818=0;
d1809-d0918=0;
d1810-d1018=0;
d1811-d1118=0;
d1812-d1218=0;
d1813-d1318=0;
d1814-d1418=0;
d1815-d1518=0;
d1816-d1618=0;
d1817-d1718=0;
d1818=0;
! X is the supplier selected in every process;
! Y is the decision variables that the process will be performed or not;
@BIN(x0101);
@BIN(x0102);
@BIN(x0103);
@BIN(x0201);
@BIN(x0202);
@BIN(x0203);
@BIN(x0301);
@BIN(x0302);
@BIN(x0303);
@BIN(x0304);
@BIN(x0401);
@BIN(x0402);
@BIN(x0403);
@BIN(x0404);
@BIN(x0501);
@BIN(x0502);
@BIN(x0503);
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@BIN(x0504);
@BIN(x0601);
@BIN(x0602);
@BIN(x0603);
@BIN(x0604);
@BIN(x0701);
@BIN(x0702);
@BIN(x0703);
@BIN(x0704);
@BIN(x0801);
@BIN(x0802);
@BIN(x0803);
@BIN(x0804);
@BIN(x0901);
@BIN(x0902);
@BIN(x0903);
@BIN(x0904);
@BIN(x1001);
@BIN(x1002);
@BIN(x1003);
@BIN(x1004);
@BIN(x1101);
@BIN(x1102);
@BIN(x1103);
@BIN(x1104);
@BIN(x1201);
@BIN(x1202);
@BIN(x1203);
@BIN(x1301);
@BIN(x1302);
@BIN(x1303);
@BIN(x1304);
@BIN(x1401);
@BIN(x1402);
@BIN(x1403);
@BIN(x1404);
@BIN(x1405);
@BIN(x1501);
@BIN(x1502);
@BIN(x1503);
@BIN(x1504);
@BIN(x1505);
@BIN(x1601);
@BIN(x1602);
@BIN(x1603);
@BIN(x1604);
@BIN(x1701);
@BIN(x1702);
@BIN(x1703);
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@BIN(y1);
@BIN(y2);
@BIN(y3);
@BIN(y4);
@BIN(y5);
@BIN(y6);
@BIN(y7);
@BIN(y8);
@BIN(y9);
@BIN(y10);
@BIN(y11);
@BIN(y12);
@BIN(y13);
@BIN(y14);
@BIN(y15);
@BIN(y16);
@BIN(y17);
END

